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SCIENCE THAT MAKES YOU LAUGH, THEN THINK — 

Here are the winners of the 2022 Ig Nobel Prizes 

Maya ritual enemas, constipated scorpions, and moose crash test dummies feature. 

JENNIFER OUELLETTE - 9/15/2022, 5:00 PM 

 

Enlarge / The Ig Nobel Prizes honor "achievements that first make people laugh and then make them 

think." 

Aurich Lawson / Getty Images 

https://arstechnica.com/author/jenniferouellette/
https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobles-2022.jpg
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•  

Would you give yourself an alcohol enema for science? Test the running speed of constipated scorpions in the 

lab? Build your very own moose crash test dummy? Or maybe you'd like to tackle the thorny question of why 

legal documents are so relentlessly incomprehensible. These and other unusual research endeavors were 

honored tonight in a virtual ceremony to announce the 2022 recipients of the annual Ig Nobel Prizes. Yes, it's 

that time of year again, when the serious and the silly converge—for science. You can watch the livestream of 

the awards ceremony here. 

Established in 1991, the Ig Nobels are a good-natured parody of the Nobel Prizes; they honor "achievements 

that first make people laugh and then make them think." The unapologetically campy award ceremony usually 

features miniature operas, scientific demos, and the 24/7 lectures whereby experts must explain their work 

twice: once in 24 seconds and the second in just seven words. Acceptance speeches are limited to 60 seconds. 

And as the motto implies, the research being honored might seem ridiculous at first glance, but that doesn't 

mean it's devoid of scientific merit. 

Viewers can tune in for the usual 24/7 lectures, as well as the premiere of a mini-opera, The Know-It-All Club, 

in which every member "makes clear their opinion that there is only one person in the Know-It-All Club who 

knows anything"—in keeping with the evening's theme of knowledge. The winners will also give free public 

talks in the weeks following the ceremony, which will be posted on the Improbable Research website. 

Here are the winners of the 2022 Ig Nobel Prizes. 

Art History Prize 

Citation: "Peter de Smet and Nicholas Hellmuth, for their study 'A Multidisciplinary Approach to Ritual 

Enema Scenes on Ancient Maya Pottery.'" 

Honestly, I could write an entire article about this fascinating 1986 paper, adapted from the doctoral 

dissertation of de Smet. The study focuses on the polychrome pottery of the late classic Mayan period (600–

900 CE), which frequently depicts palace scenes, ball games, hunting parties, and dances associated with 

human sacrifice (via decapitation). But in 1977, scholars discovered one Maya jar depicting the 

administration of an enema—and subsequently several others as well. 

Advertisement 

https://improbable.com/ig/2022-ceremony/
https://improbable.com/ig/2022-ceremony/
https://arstechnica.com/science/2018/09/the-serious-science-of-the-ig-nobel-prizes-will-make-you-laugh-then-think/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3528674/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3528674/
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• Painted polychrome Maya bowl showing a ritual enema. There is a smoking monkey at left and a 

water lily jaguar (with a small jug at the tip of its tail) in the middle. 

 Nicholas Hellmuth 

• Another view of the painted polychrome Maya bowl showing a ritual enema. Another smoking 

money appears to be holding an enema syringe while a human figure holds one hand near their anus. 

 Nicholas Hellmuth 

•  

https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/09/maya-ritual-enemas-and-constipated-scorpions-the-2022-ig-nobel-prize-winners/
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•  

Apparently, the Maya were known to administer medicinal enemas, but the pottery scenes suggested that they 

may also have taken intoxicating enemas in a ritualistic setting. De Smet and Hellmuth analyzed the 

iconography on several pottery pieces depicting enemas, as well as the linguistic glyphs appearing in those 

scenes. They also compiled a list of the possible "ethnopharmacological" substances the Maya might have 

ingested. 

In the time-honored tradition of scientific self-experimentation, de Smet (a self-described "non-inhaling 

smoker" and "regular user of coffee and beer") tested the efficacy of a couple of the suspected substances by 

administering enemas on himself. He drank an oral alcoholic concoction for comparison before separately 

administering a clyster. Both concoctions had about 5 percent alcoholic content "since a clyster with an 

alcoholic content of 20 percent is quite irritating to the rectal tissue," so a lot of the concoction needed to be 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/09/maya-ritual-enemas-and-constipated-scorpions-the-2022-ig-nobel-prize-winners/
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consumed. Intoxication levels were measured with a breathalyzer. "The results certainly support the 

theoretical suggestion that alcohol is absorbed well from an enema," the authors concluded. 

De Smet wisely declined to self-administer a tobacco enema, given the evidence for toxic side effects. Nor did 

he personally test psilocybin mushrooms, fly agaric, water lily (a possible hallucinogenic), Tsitse 

(Erythina alkaloids), or Toh-ku—all less likely candidates for use in the rituals depicted on the pottery. He 

also chose to skip toad poison (the Bufo alkaloid bufotenin). Instead, he administered an enema of 

dimethyltryptamine (DMT), which is closely related, finding "no discernible effect." That's an N of 1, 

however, with a rather low dose. The authors recommended "further research" to expand the sample size and 

dose range, but we did not delve deeper to discover whether any other intrepid researchers followed de Smet 

down the self-administered enema path. 

Applied Cardiology Prize 

Citation: "Eliska Prochazkova, Elio Sjak-Shie, Friederike Behrens, Daniel Lindh, and Mariska Kret, 

for seeking and finding evidence that when new romantic partners meet for the first time and feel attracted to 

each other, their heart rates synchronize." 

Dating—especially blind dating—can be a special kind of hell until something "clicks" between two people 

and they feel a gut connection and mutual attraction. The emergence of online dating services should in 

principle make the process much easier, but in reality, while people might make a list of their most desired 

qualities in a partner, there's no substitute for that gut connection. Without it, even someone who technically 

ticks all the boxes inevitably falls short of the ideal. 

But what are the elements that give rise to that gut feeling? The authors of this Ig Nobel-winning study 

wanted to find out, and they decided to conduct their study outside the confines of the laboratory. They 

recruited 140 participants (71 pairs) at three separate events in the Netherlands: a music festival, an arts and 

science festival, and a science film festival. Subjects were ushered two at a time into a "dating cabin," where 

they sat on opposite ends of a table with a plastic divider between them. The barrier opened for three seconds 

to give them a quick first visual impression. Then it opened twice more over the course of the run to give 

subjects two minutes each of verbal and non-verbal interactions. After, subjects decided whether they wanted 

to go on another date with their match. 

The authors had predicted that successful matches would synchronize on multiple levels of expression: motor 

movements, gaze, and heart rate and skin conductance measures. At the end of the blind "date," 34 percent of 

the women and 53 percent of the men expressed a desire for a second date with their partner, but the feeling 

was mutual in just 17 percent of the random pairings. Smiles, laughter, eye gaze, or mimicry of signals 

weren't significantly associated with attraction, but rises and falls in the synchrony of couples' heart rate and 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-021-01197-3
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skin conductance did correlate with rising and falling levels of attraction. The upshot: The heart wants what 

the heart wants—and the skin conductance concurs. 

Advertisement 

 

Enlarge / Master of Ceremonies Marc Abraham hosting the virtual 2021 Ig Nobel Prizes. 

YouTube/Improbable Research 

Literature Prize 

https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel6.jpg
https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel6.jpg
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Citation: "Eric Martínez, Francis Mollica, and Edward Gibson, for analyzing what makes legal documents 

unnecessarily difficult to understand." 

Legal contracts of all sorts are known for their impenetrable jargon and tortured sentence structure, which 

might be one reason most of us rarely read the many online terms of service agreements we encounter as we 

navigate our online lives. Granted, there are legal theorists who insist that legal texts are difficult for the 

average person to understand because the law is a system of expert knowledge and by its nature deals with 

many technical concepts. That is, the jargon is necessary for technical precision. There are others who take 

issue with this idea, arguing that the law is actually built upon quite ordinary concepts like cause, consent, and 

best interest. So the impenetrability of legal texts is due to psycholinguistic factors. (Similar arguments might 

be made with regard to scientific papers.) 

The authors decided to put these competing hypotheses to the test, focusing on key psycholinguistic 

characteristics: nonstandard capitalization, such as phrases rendered in ALL CAPS; the frequency of archaic 

words (aforesaid, herein, to wit) that rarely appear in everyday speech; word choice (whether legal jargon can 

be replaced by simpler terms without out losing key nuances of meaning); the use of passive versus active 

voice; and center-embedding—when lawyers embed legal jargon within convoluted syntax. 

First, the researchers analyzed a database of legal contracts and court documents between 2018 and 2020 and 

compared that analysis with a database of documents in standard English. They measured the frequency of 

each of the above characteristics and found a striking difference, with legal documents using them much more 

frequently. Next, 108 human subjects were asked to read 12 pairs of contract excerpts. The results supported 

the psycholinguistics hypothesis, with center-embedding presenting the greatest comprehension difficulty for 

readers. 
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https://eb2.3lift.com/pass?tl_clickthrough=true&redir=https%3A%2F%2Frtb-us-east.linkedin.com%2Flax%2Fclk%3Ftrk%3DCwEAAAGDwz8-4Y8U8uYpH9Umm0MaYWoGeQPGAy-BZmizzVqC1vLAmOTMileNbvuFs_XSCjVxw8HX3NdhNYVHDnpmaj1QYm5DNPWjk7YtsHTkhj4Bpt-XcY4sOYIlKJ9bW4aGuPkZz7g_2Ge3YKckiAmVbwn9aUZW4qp8aRgbsk7hA01nijsDfo9U9oDEp-RqbxoOYzUkZMeIaFLiLxm_TB1tyHAT6Ckj2-v1rm0csC3FdwAvSYi6UeRnW3xoTblpYppdJ0s1DXj_1o81DDrEEqYSDIr8jRFzRUwhEWsqDJG1UtolFF8K9_RW5yXfUN80Db0MSeIO-j8sPw3XWev8OWNUc8tuscX8wSj_YRLTfpEwgb883l-G-K3h9Kh3l-6qJdiWrfRHHpWkXr-lPODBthqMDGs05CJq88vSd7B7XhV0GETQwW2vU5lkS7CcHc9BKCC6tjMjvCgfuM92R2HkOXp681Ng7BIilb5LJxvVkVxD6cEwC3jUY934GjD08ovY-QIZzFwVjKx1R1pg6eYl0MnU8Sm0UeeCwnAO7fSOT-QW5wd68VAwjLc0y3GE8vhSzdQdGCN2Mew_cVpY1oqOR3CVJ97poVRBWerCylZjQIl3QaX0uZXYR2iitRRNFd_Tt7Rmljc7Vsp44EDdc97PPqWFEYQDSiXI-GtewJ2iKRFu3rtxVOIvQ7Wlwz2oiqpxbuqeiWqeDu9RaJmAKPkIBcedbrp1sfJaVcnrz_FUYPOSvHS2rtZGgmje0IisySnxxDpvFVJE0SZiKajNEzx2LZmWQ56FmlCEFCsRQJqb_STPqC7J54YZU-zMeNagTn-PEQejvnF9ly9TiH8h9_7ldl7M5x8DgZkJLSZQWN6IDTu0TFG1gtP95Lm6U6Se5eIJld0hPelKJ3dl6GXlYitfFsiuLvCTIqhKHSwukOzRk23MSXecIlXVlY4AaNJCY64nOinetzYCzkgcOeMuzT4X_MKL6QHlbcZRiqZLY-WZOANIbMVHGgkzD9RssZoYAhJbkfopBFihhoBunOb7WXJL4o1JczC9DLXHvI2rdM1m83k0hO2z5ho2IqdF7XjO5Qqc2dZO6LA9j_QdZ0Zw6LU2Awe5uBXVmvoXjT-Z2XklC2SsRiaZhQ8ftRQm4wsxggwLEURitfHHcT40ZEiFIbrU0DuW2gAv0Hola9QjDHGfMC6GbwvP6cfXHTPV2kz03hT3qpdEnCRR_42rRT8yogavPOqrQj0L-bP7fIIuidZmpQCR4SQRt20Ip-a0vejC2UZf0wLI3JBySY3eYfZ6h8s2JVlNpXMzbvtOeAzNob2VqmeQY6q7cSnsvaQyaywkUYlIlp1UpW_9n8ph4bGiUEO71qEs7uPD-AKjthb-9RXEsRI1yygZqHBAaZkv-wmB-twWV0ER4aeMnJH5uBxl3Ini0gTjhe6D__Nz-eN-P6zrSaSayWaVxXC6jpqwpCAWE2idJq1mvmLxiZSktWxQ_8EUuSKKQsHOaiVJJdqS48mkVIPNrq7v64twSQ%26action%3Dclick%26laxrid%3D1ba466d3-64fd-4ad5-9ca5-02c12afe676f%26laxbid%3D2%26eid%3D3%26crtype%3Dvid%26laxerid%3D31186493523952241891910%26adfmt%3D6%26urle%3DCwEAAAGDwz8-5GvV9CByvm4RSHGbdwbtfSpXj2P3vMsoMCAqzzU19ssy4ivcMWTyy4lo_a8EmaZT1sh6gKMKnuvuaDLPCFoM1Zl_uw_0JHNewxsDOhqATuihyqnQ0Com1vyEzxSMJlZIKi6rbSrg3MxEiLLqoZXHUQ43967GmOujjVcK-Jw0TU5FQgfp2F4nqcWUwSJSYKInNbywmpw8g_mXzz6umqbLRr-3w6lvLVPA6xGN8iiJ_Dy5
https://eb2.3lift.com/pass?tl_clickthrough=true&redir=https%3A%2F%2Frtb-us-east.linkedin.com%2Flax%2Fclk%3Ftrk%3DCwEAAAGDwz8-4Y8U8uYpH9Umm0MaYWoGeQPGAy-BZmizzVqC1vLAmOTMileNbvuFs_XSCjVxw8HX3NdhNYVHDnpmaj1QYm5DNPWjk7YtsHTkhj4Bpt-XcY4sOYIlKJ9bW4aGuPkZz7g_2Ge3YKckiAmVbwn9aUZW4qp8aRgbsk7hA01nijsDfo9U9oDEp-RqbxoOYzUkZMeIaFLiLxm_TB1tyHAT6Ckj2-v1rm0csC3FdwAvSYi6UeRnW3xoTblpYppdJ0s1DXj_1o81DDrEEqYSDIr8jRFzRUwhEWsqDJG1UtolFF8K9_RW5yXfUN80Db0MSeIO-j8sPw3XWev8OWNUc8tuscX8wSj_YRLTfpEwgb883l-G-K3h9Kh3l-6qJdiWrfRHHpWkXr-lPODBthqMDGs05CJq88vSd7B7XhV0GETQwW2vU5lkS7CcHc9BKCC6tjMjvCgfuM92R2HkOXp681Ng7BIilb5LJxvVkVxD6cEwC3jUY934GjD08ovY-QIZzFwVjKx1R1pg6eYl0MnU8Sm0UeeCwnAO7fSOT-QW5wd68VAwjLc0y3GE8vhSzdQdGCN2Mew_cVpY1oqOR3CVJ97poVRBWerCylZjQIl3QaX0uZXYR2iitRRNFd_Tt7Rmljc7Vsp44EDdc97PPqWFEYQDSiXI-GtewJ2iKRFu3rtxVOIvQ7Wlwz2oiqpxbuqeiWqeDu9RaJmAKPkIBcedbrp1sfJaVcnrz_FUYPOSvHS2rtZGgmje0IisySnxxDpvFVJE0SZiKajNEzx2LZmWQ56FmlCEFCsRQJqb_STPqC7J54YZU-zMeNagTn-PEQejvnF9ly9TiH8h9_7ldl7M5x8DgZkJLSZQWN6IDTu0TFG1gtP95Lm6U6Se5eIJld0hPelKJ3dl6GXlYitfFsiuLvCTIqhKHSwukOzRk23MSXecIlXVlY4AaNJCY64nOinetzYCzkgcOeMuzT4X_MKL6QHlbcZRiqZLY-WZOANIbMVHGgkzD9RssZoYAhJbkfopBFihhoBunOb7WXJL4o1JczC9DLXHvI2rdM1m83k0hO2z5ho2IqdF7XjO5Qqc2dZO6LA9j_QdZ0Zw6LU2Awe5uBXVmvoXjT-Z2XklC2SsRiaZhQ8ftRQm4wsxggwLEURitfHHcT40ZEiFIbrU0DuW2gAv0Hola9QjDHGfMC6GbwvP6cfXHTPV2kz03hT3qpdEnCRR_42rRT8yogavPOqrQj0L-bP7fIIuidZmpQCR4SQRt20Ip-a0vejC2UZf0wLI3JBySY3eYfZ6h8s2JVlNpXMzbvtOeAzNob2VqmeQY6q7cSnsvaQyaywkUYlIlp1UpW_9n8ph4bGiUEO71qEs7uPD-AKjthb-9RXEsRI1yygZqHBAaZkv-wmB-twWV0ER4aeMnJH5uBxl3Ini0gTjhe6D__Nz-eN-P6zrSaSayWaVxXC6jpqwpCAWE2idJq1mvmLxiZSktWxQ_8EUuSKKQsHOaiVJJdqS48mkVIPNrq7v64twSQ%26action%3Dclick%26laxrid%3D1ba466d3-64fd-4ad5-9ca5-02c12afe676f%26laxbid%3D2%26eid%3D3%26crtype%3Dvid%26laxerid%3D31186493523952241891910%26adfmt%3D6%26urle%3DCwEAAAGDwz8-5GvV9CByvm4RSHGbdwbtfSpXj2P3vMsoMCAqzzU19ssy4ivcMWTyy4lo_a8EmaZT1sh6gKMKnuvuaDLPCFoM1Zl_uw_0JHNewxsDOhqATuihyqnQ0Com1vyEzxSMJlZIKi6rbSrg3MxEiLLqoZXHUQ43967GmOujjVcK-Jw0TU5FQgfp2F4nqcWUwSJSYKInNbywmpw8g_mXzz6umqbLRr-3w6lvLVPA6xGN8iiJ_Dy5
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Read More 

Biology Prize 

Citation: "Solimary García-Hernández and Glauco Machado, for studying whether and how constipation 

affects the mating prospects of scorpions." 

Nature has evolved many different survival strategies against predators, but one of the most extreme is 

autotomy—voluntarily detaching a body part to escape a threat. Some insect and spider species will detach 

legs, for instance, while lizards and salamanders will sacrifice their tails. Certain scorpion species (Ananteris 

balzani) were recently discovered to also sacrifice their tails, but the peculiarities of their anatomy mean 

losing the entire "metasoma": the posterior parts of the nervous, circulatory, and digestive systems. This 

includes the stinger, venom glands, and the anus, making it impossible for the scorpion to defecate. 

Yes, a scorpion will make this heroic sacrifice to survive a predator, only to die of extreme constipation a few 

months later. The authors of this paper wanted to determine whether the metasomal loss affects the scorpion's 

locomotive ability, i.e., its running speed. The loss corresponds with a decrease of nearly 25 percent in the 

scorpion's body mass, while the resulting constipation leads to a gradual increase in body mass. So the authors 

hypothesized that running speed would increase in the short term and decrease as the constipation became 

severe. 

In the end, the authors disproved the weight loss hypothesis after a series of short- and long-term experiments 

involving 154 male and female scorpions. They found no effect on the running speed of either male or female 

scorpions after shedding the metasomal. In the short term, it means the scorpions can still actively forage and 

run away from predators. It also means males can still hunt for potential mates and sire offspring before 

succumbing to the inevitable death by constipation. The findings could shed light on why scorpions may have 

evolved this extreme form of autotomy. 

Medicine Prize 

Citation: "Marcin Jasiński, Martyna Maciejewska, Anna Brodziak, Michał Górka, Kamila Skwierawska, 

Wiesław Jędrzejczak, Agnieszka Tomaszewska, Grzegorz Basak, and Emilian Snarski, for showing that when 

patients undergo some forms of toxic chemotherapy, they suffer fewer harmful side effects when ice cream 

replaces one traditional component of the procedure." 

https://eb2.3lift.com/pass?tl_clickthrough=true&redir=https%3A%2F%2Frtb-us-east.linkedin.com%2Flax%2Fclk%3Ftrk%3DCwEAAAGDwz8-4Y8U8uYpH9Umm0MaYWoGeQPGAy-BZmizzVqC1vLAmOTMileNbvuFs_XSCjVxw8HX3NdhNYVHDnpmaj1QYm5DNPWjk7YtsHTkhj4Bpt-XcY4sOYIlKJ9bW4aGuPkZz7g_2Ge3YKckiAmVbwn9aUZW4qp8aRgbsk7hA01nijsDfo9U9oDEp-RqbxoOYzUkZMeIaFLiLxm_TB1tyHAT6Ckj2-v1rm0csC3FdwAvSYi6UeRnW3xoTblpYppdJ0s1DXj_1o81DDrEEqYSDIr8jRFzRUwhEWsqDJG1UtolFF8K9_RW5yXfUN80Db0MSeIO-j8sPw3XWev8OWNUc8tuscX8wSj_YRLTfpEwgb883l-G-K3h9Kh3l-6qJdiWrfRHHpWkXr-lPODBthqMDGs05CJq88vSd7B7XhV0GETQwW2vU5lkS7CcHc9BKCC6tjMjvCgfuM92R2HkOXp681Ng7BIilb5LJxvVkVxD6cEwC3jUY934GjD08ovY-QIZzFwVjKx1R1pg6eYl0MnU8Sm0UeeCwnAO7fSOT-QW5wd68VAwjLc0y3GE8vhSzdQdGCN2Mew_cVpY1oqOR3CVJ97poVRBWerCylZjQIl3QaX0uZXYR2iitRRNFd_Tt7Rmljc7Vsp44EDdc97PPqWFEYQDSiXI-GtewJ2iKRFu3rtxVOIvQ7Wlwz2oiqpxbuqeiWqeDu9RaJmAKPkIBcedbrp1sfJaVcnrz_FUYPOSvHS2rtZGgmje0IisySnxxDpvFVJE0SZiKajNEzx2LZmWQ56FmlCEFCsRQJqb_STPqC7J54YZU-zMeNagTn-PEQejvnF9ly9TiH8h9_7ldl7M5x8DgZkJLSZQWN6IDTu0TFG1gtP95Lm6U6Se5eIJld0hPelKJ3dl6GXlYitfFsiuLvCTIqhKHSwukOzRk23MSXecIlXVlY4AaNJCY64nOinetzYCzkgcOeMuzT4X_MKL6QHlbcZRiqZLY-WZOANIbMVHGgkzD9RssZoYAhJbkfopBFihhoBunOb7WXJL4o1JczC9DLXHvI2rdM1m83k0hO2z5ho2IqdF7XjO5Qqc2dZO6LA9j_QdZ0Zw6LU2Awe5uBXVmvoXjT-Z2XklC2SsRiaZhQ8ftRQm4wsxggwLEURitfHHcT40ZEiFIbrU0DuW2gAv0Hola9QjDHGfMC6GbwvP6cfXHTPV2kz03hT3qpdEnCRR_42rRT8yogavPOqrQj0L-bP7fIIuidZmpQCR4SQRt20Ip-a0vejC2UZf0wLI3JBySY3eYfZ6h8s2JVlNpXMzbvtOeAzNob2VqmeQY6q7cSnsvaQyaywkUYlIlp1UpW_9n8ph4bGiUEO71qEs7uPD-AKjthb-9RXEsRI1yygZqHBAaZkv-wmB-twWV0ER4aeMnJH5uBxl3Ini0gTjhe6D__Nz-eN-P6zrSaSayWaVxXC6jpqwpCAWE2idJq1mvmLxiZSktWxQ_8EUuSKKQsHOaiVJJdqS48mkVIPNrq7v64twSQ%26action%3Dclick%26laxrid%3D1ba466d3-64fd-4ad5-9ca5-02c12afe676f%26laxbid%3D2%26eid%3D3%26crtype%3Dvid%26laxerid%3D31186493523952241891910%26adfmt%3D6%26urle%3DCwEAAAGDwz8-5GvV9CByvm4RSHGbdwbtfSpXj2P3vMsoMCAqzzU19ssy4ivcMWTyy4lo_a8EmaZT1sh6gKMKnuvuaDLPCFoM1Zl_uw_0JHNewxsDOhqATuihyqnQ0Com1vyEzxSMJlZIKi6rbSrg3MxEiLLqoZXHUQ43967GmOujjVcK-Jw0TU5FQgfp2F4nqcWUwSJSYKInNbywmpw8g_mXzz6umqbLRr-3w6lvLVPA6xGN8iiJ_Dy5
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1749-4877.12604
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-02002-x
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Cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy and radiation treatments are highly likely to develop a condition 

known as oral mucositis because the treatments break down the epithelial cells lining the gastrointestinal tract, 

leaving them vulnerable to infection. Patients develop sores in the mouth, gums, and/or tongue; they have 

increased saliva and mucus and can experience difficulty swallowing. In extreme cases, the combination of 

excess saliva, mucus, and pain—especially combined with the nausea and vomiting common with chemo and 

radiation—means it's almost impossible to eat. 

 

Enlarge / Gearing up for the traditional throwing of paper airplanes. 

YouTube/Improbable Research 

A common preventive measure is cryotherapy, which usually involves sucking on ice chips. But patients don't 

always fully comply with the ice-chip cryotherapy, because it becomes uncomfortably cold. Pediatric cancer 

patients in particular tend to respond better when ice cream is substituted for ice chips. But there had not been 

https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel7.jpg
https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel7.jpg
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any studies specifically of ice cream cryotherapy, so the authors of the award-winning study decided to close 

that gap in the scientific literature. 

This was a retroactive study involving 74 patients (mean age: 58 years) who had undergone stem cell 

transplantation as part of their cancer therapy. Their cryotherapy involved three "doses" of ice cream chosen 

from the hospital cafeteria (either popsicles or dairy products). Patients were instructed to eat slowly to let the 

ice cream products thaw in the mouth. The results: Only 28.85 percent of patients who followed the ice cream 

cryotherapy developed oral mucositis, compared to 59 percent who did not receive cryotherapy. Conclusion: 

Eating ice cream is a good preventive measure against developing oral mucositis in cancer patients. 

Discover Honeywell’s deep and wide, ready-to-ship inventory of world-class components from TTI... 

At work or play, Honeywell transportation components stand for high performance in demanding conditions. 

Whether it’s commercial and construction vehicles, where accurate and reliable sensors protect against 

overheating or overstressing parts while keeping equipment working safely – or... 

BY TTI, INC. 

Read More 

Engineering Prize 

Citation: "Gen Matsuzaki, Kazuo Ohuchi, Masaru Uehara, Yoshiyuki Ueno, and Goro Imura, for trying to 

discover the most efficient way for people to use their fingers when turning a knob." 

One might be tempted to file this 1999 Japanese study under "solutions in search of a problem." But the 

authors emphasized the importance of good universal knob design, particularly for "instruments with rotary 

control." For instance, elderly people with physical challenges might find rotary knobs and faucet handles 

easier to manipulate than levers. The researchers' study focused on knobs in a "columnar apparatus" (as 

translated from the Japanese), with the aim of determining how the number of fingers used changes in 

response to the diameter of the knob. 

https://eb2.3lift.com/pass?tl_clickthrough=true&redir=https%3A%2F%2Frtb-us-east.linkedin.com%2Flax%2Fclk%3Ftrk%3DCwEAAAGDw0A9RWILNt5dtM47AihZu9iQxuWAvix8OWSyIPvK9Jz3luZEOQz9pdhuM77X1knVPzhstKabRQ9gqdZ4_lt6XyWweyiBdchb2zUofTepdl_PmgmJ0baWy6Zo4gqk_IUCB2JA52VJMMxtf9wglpLhi_IDnJyNw0IGHMHspv_H6ORu4Qog11mbZAkAx7L1ae67Eq0-yXS7ahInXz3hnrJa6_3EKPJ2CYEY99To0VceOK9GYeWBqvOi4TiCme3saVi4bINuAkrkQuOxZiHMiPXXqpEofJy_QeFTjikDKyyMdC9om9-7-Zr-4XQNq1omSNT3g57RpxIAhuJeSOTgVc6PEQHG7COK0rzETraYm-kENI9ylS_fJdWiB7PkBPHliTHO-GxRKdbFjH0T3xOgVk_0f3lIrv1DWt9UjGu2BTCE1ahvv7WYH7vcrtTNLunlvczlhki6CuHvGz4ltcwbdWzLhof8ReIM4w2NcIy16QVXt1RIXtTG9-M30Z5829rJ2XtHDfVQaKMV6belkWEn1_zvxaBZSc2jqiAEK2eZKeThrZDKOJrGCUu7_ciHKR22m45AEoBL1-YAQEhQp-bu1c0XkC2Ea7EpaDDA0tdEkRldiRRogVfxiX8plnM_949-syjJxbVH1TmYxHnWc7xvucyzjVMt7QFkR-6VRTiy_z7TcgQaZrSEmIdshcsnvzBZw5zuv9jhko36BSAxDXexdUyAePW60kakkKDB1sSUwhw_TTpKW0adZsomr2JRz_jxgO5cV_5Sxmr8kdij9LSoh-lqVMgNVymzPrsNnH5rHoHjgJAoBzz7Mf2bVQHtfKH693HaeK73oaPw4sCxWAvlzT6MlcKzMZRxTS1lOzzqx4LddTAAJNhETJDzAonpzIN1lNrpBwqeEENfaT4LGoMfKj_dpQHok5hhIHAgJnAb45ynWe3DfQZtvkKw7QVEeW5bOIkDRBYnn1inpPWUAUe-Jbb65slM8YyT4pykKrLlUSGJfZgTii_y1_gksFWpaxfPRZDj-PCrrdHtsP7ZhaTOXAqfZhIA0MD4-alvu4b1Q1R1WCx_b_ZRX_FV2A8-3O_fQ8-jky4zJdm1qecjSk7tiaq0UP5VgdiQMeNCjp1uiGe2wGLKTfo88Yq9XYa3gVXmJ0T0K_W5Dk30zd87RrbzMCV7a0d3bbzTf9Y_IYUiWI57ZVyeTp7geEFxMAlXbUmE4BlS3MP1h7jAGXm1qidTtz0lU_U5uO61MT1J1aozktrA9X6QGjvwfAuMSFDFQBCgut_tMH5pWAPPBJTi22orovstxIb_5lr8PC4FnPCTzT2L9b5RLHavUyaRbsOv3saHyRhEWeo8klfFUwiICvoM9LjWU_Uc2D-3yowoszlze4uCoKC1UbHVNopEsv02GMxDTPCFGMljkv7nyYbgNJh-0n510h7Slk0mpK6av4_6JKAPxvMDnI1X1xwpnkhQfeLicMS6yYa9TYnw2yVpjCBnBUO8aiiZvdzoUi3kQe8Ga05EaJIh%26action%3Dclick%26laxrid%3D8ea8b53f-8a09-4401-b598-3130f8f0c744%26laxbid%3D2%26eid%3D3%26crtype%3Dvid%26laxerid%3D33512487036880148526450%26adfmt%3D6%26urle%3DCwEAAAGDw0A9S85oRu5pz04FOZPOKj9qNGCG1h61oc2qP-SwVtO2jVelnifabZES1tcvutwmv_CRmD7LJDyShFos8l0Ikx58Tlka1JrR-gBhfZ_XhJvoDGpzeNaCLutgLQR5_w_4KWu5_4iFbJl6ilhAugoDNzEFJ3Zv58BvKih-dFBsUY2HUlluHYu-oSjZnGTigDBP2QEX0QH9nZ1leYRRDCqc1ozxpBvMFPpfDGNz3p1yp0oBON3QMe
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The 32 subjects were all students, 19–20 years of age, and the 45 wooden test knobs ranged in diameter from 

7 mm (about a quarter of an inch) to 130 mm (5 inches). The researchers placed the knobs on a transparent 

acrylic plate (the better to film the experiment) and put the plate on a table (about 2-1/2 feet in height). 

Subjects would then turn each knob clockwise with their right hand. The thumb and forefinger were used 

most frequently, and extra fingers were used as the knobs became wider. Subjects switched from two to three 

fingers at 10–11 mm (just under half an inch); from three to four fingers at 23–26 mm (about an inch); and 

from four to five fingers at 45–50 mm (about 1-3/4 inches). Industrial designers take note. 

Physics Prize 

Citation: "Frank Fish, Zhi-Ming Yuan, Minglu Chen, Laibing Jia, Chunyan Ji, and Atilla Incecik, for trying to 

understand how ducklings manage to swim in formation." 

Back in 1994, biologist Frank Fish was curious about how formation movement in animals, like flocking, 

could reduce the energy expenditure of individual animals. This is true for human cyclists, who engage in 

"drafting" or "slipstreaming" to achieve as much as a 38 percent reduction in wind resistance and a 35 percent 

reduction in power output. Numerous hypothetical models had been developed for similar effects in animals, 

but there was little empirical data, mostly because these formations are quite large and uncontrolled, with 

inconsistent individual animal positioning. 

 

https://digitalcommons.wcupa.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1005&context=bio_facpub
https://digitalcommons.wcupa.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1005&context=bio_facpub
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/waveriding-and-wavepassing-by-ducklings-in-formation-swimming/94759A0FF7070D9D7CAC5907594B1781
https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel3.jpg
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Enlarge / (Left) Make way for ducklings: Canada goose with goslings swimming in single-file 

formation, River Cherwell, Oxford. (Right) Sketches of 2D duckling on a free water surface. 

Zhi-Ming Yuan et al., 2021 

Mallard ducklings, however, imprint on their mother and tend to swim in a single-file formation, making them 

a much easier case study, especially since they can be led to the water within 12 hours of hatching. Fish 

imprinted 12 groups of seven one-day-old ducklings on a decoy of a female mallard duck and trained them to 

swim for 20 to 30 minutes every day in a recirculating water channel enclosed in a metabolic chamber. Fish 

found that swimming in single-file formation did indeed seem to reduce metabolic effort, especially for the 

youngest ducklings. 

Fast forward to 2021, when researchers decided to revisit Fish's work and explain the swimming formation of 

ducklings from the perspective of the unique wave interference phenomena on the water's surface. They found 

that ducklings instinctively tended to "ride the waves" generated by the mother duck to significantly reduce 

drag. They could even pass that drag reduction down the line to the other ducklings via "wave passing." The 

study helps answer the pragmatic question of how ducklings swimming in formation manage to reduce the 

energy expenditure of individual ducklings. 

Peace Prize 

Citation: "Junhui Wu, Szabolcs Számadó, Pat Barclay, Bianca Beersma, Terence Dores Cruz, Sergio Lo 

Iacono, Annika Nieper, Kim Peters, Wojtek Przepiorka, Leo Tiokhin and Paul Van Lange, for developing an 

algorithm to help gossipers decide when to tell the truth and when to lie." 

We generally think of gossip as a negative factor in social interactions, but the authors of this 2021 paper treat 

the practice—which they define as "sharing information about absent others [the target] with one or more 

receivers"—as a viable strategy for promoting and sustaining cooperation, particularly in situations where 

there are conflicting interests with in-group or out-group members or strangers. That information can be 

positive, negative, or neutral, but it should be honest. Low-level dishonest gossip can be relatively harmless. 

But when gossip is dishonest—i.e., the gossiper lies—at sufficiently high levels, the system breaks down and 

that vital social cooperation can't evolve. 

The authors of this 2021 study set out to determine when people are more likely to be honest or dishonest in 

their gossip, drawing on models of behavior signaling theory. One party, the signaler (gossiper), must choose 

whether and how to communicate (or signal) that information to a receiver, and the receiver in turn must 

https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel3.jpg
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstb.2020.0300
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstb.2020.0300
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choose how to interpret the signal. In the authors' words, "signals are adaptions shaped by marginal costs and 

marginal benefits of different behaviors, and the ultimate function of the signaler's behavior is to maximize 

their fitness." So the gossiper may be willing to pay a personal cost to provide a benefit to the receiver 

because they gain a secondary benefit as a result of the receiver's gain. Whether either strategy is successful 

can depend on the behavior of the target. 

The authors tested this hypothesis by analyzing four two-person games with four types of possible outcomes: 

mutually beneficial (stag-hunt game); beneficial for the receiver but costly for the target (snowdrift game with 

a cooperating target); beneficial for the target but costly for the receiver (helping game with a cooperating 

target); and mutually costly (punishment game with a defecting target). While the gossiper is not playing the 

games, they do have a stake since the games help determine their own fitness interdependence—the degree to 

which two people positively or negatively influence each other's success— with respect to both the receiver 

and the target. 

It all boils down to one simple rule: "Gossipers should always be honest when there is a perfect match, and 

they should be dishonest when there is a perfect mismatch," the authors concluded. Partial match situations 

require more of a judgment call, but the authors recommend that the choice be made after weighing one's 

fitness interdependence with the receiver and with the target and the marginal cost/benefit to be gained by 

being either honest or dishonest in a given situation (or "game"). 

Economics Prize 

Citation: "Alessandro Pluchino, Alessio Emanuele Biondo, and Andrea Rapisarda, for explaining 

mathematically why success most often goes not to the most talented people but instead to the luckiest." 

There is a strong belief in Western culture that individual success is the result of personal attributes, most 

notably talent, intelligence, skill, perseverance, risk-taking, and old-fashioned hard work. As a result, we tend 

to place very successful people on pedestals. Not only do they bask in public admiration, but they are also 

more likely to be given additional honors, government grants, and professional opportunities. What's often 

ignored is the role of luck in determining individual success, although that element has been receiving a bit 

more attention in recent years. 

These Ig Nobel-winning authors noted in their 2018 paper that the qualities most often cited as leading to 

great success follow a normal Gaussian distribution around a mean. The average IQ is 100, for example, but 

nobody boasts an IQ of 1,000 or 10,000. "The same holds for efforts, as measured by hours worked," the 

authors wrote. "Someone works more hours than the average and someone less, but nobody works a billion 

times more hours than anybody else." However, the distribution of wealth follows a power law, with lots of 

https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/10.1142/S0219525918500145
https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/10.1142/S0219525918500145
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poor people and a few hugely wealthy billionaires. This, the authors contend, "suggests that some hidden 

ingredient is at work behind the scenes." 

That hidden ingredient, they concluded, is random luck, based on the simple agent-based model the authors 

developed for this study. It's not that talent, intelligence, hard work, and the like don't matter. It's just that 

many highly talented, intelligent, and hard-working people are frequently surpassed by far more mediocre 

folks, according to the usual measures of success (fame, wealth). Differences in education and income levels 

also matter when it comes to the likelihood of success. So the "naive meritocracy" that's so pervasive in 

Western culture essentially switches cause and effect. Talent and hard work alone won't be enough if you 

aren't lucky enough to be in the right place at the right time. 

Safety Engineering Prize 

Citation: "Magnus Gens, for developing a moose crash test dummy." 

As civilization encroaches deeper into the wild, collisions between humanity and nature are bound to 

happen—and they're often literal collisions between cars and large wild animals. In Scandinavia, these 

collisions typically involve moose (aka elk). According to Ig Nobel honoree Magnus Gens, some 13 such 

collisions occur daily in Sweden alone, often around the month of May, and they typically involve younger 

animals who weigh much less (200 kg, or 440 pounds) than a full-grown Swedish moose (600 kg, or 1,322 

pounds). That's when mother moose reject their one-year-old offspring so the calf can learn to fend for itself. 

"The first couple of weeks, the calf acts very confused and wanders about randomly," Gens wrote in his 1994 

master's thesis. If the calf wanders into a car, the outcome can be fatal. 

Gens decided to build a viable moose crash test dummy that car manufacturers could use in their safety R&D, 

partnering with Saab in Trollhättan, which supplied two test vehicles for crash test purposes. Gens brushed up 

on moose anatomy with the help of "a recently killed and still warm deer" and determined how that anatomy 

translates into the physics of a collision. The moose's center of gravity actually passes over the hood (or 

"bonnet")—the area designed to absorb a lot of impact energy—so the legs hit first and are instantly broken, 

causing the moose's body to rotate. So the initial force of the collision is small, until the moose body slams 

into the windshield. 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.544.4445&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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Enlarge / The fully constructed moose crash test dummy. 

Magnus Gens 

After a bit of 3D modeling, Gens constructed his moose crash test dummy out of 116 rubber plates augmented 

with various steel parts to hold everything together. Gens originally planned to simulate the legs with steel 

wires or chains, but that would not be consistent with how the mass on a moose leg is evenly distributed. So 

he used four thin wires lined with rubber disks instead. Granted, "Every moose is unique. Moose are hard to 

generalize," Gens acknowledged. And his dummy doesn't have a head, which he thought could be 

incorporated into future designs. This would add a pendulum element to the physics, and those resonant 

frequencies would need to be "thoroughly evaluated." 

https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel1.jpg
https://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/ignobel1.jpg
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Once assembled, Gens tested the dummy at the Saab facility using a modern Saab and one old Volvo 

traveling at 72 km/h (about 45 mph) and a second Saab at 92 km/hr (57 mph). He was pleased to find that "the 

demolished cars looked very much like cars involved in real moose crashes." The dummy is robust, able to be 

reused in multiple crash tests before it needs to be replaced. And Gens' approach can be adapted to other large 

animals in different geographical regions, such as camels or kangaroos—which have a "very dynamic center-

of-gravity, varying very much in vertical position," Gens wrote. (Translation: The jumping motion is very 

challenging to model.) 

JENNIFER OUELLETTEJennifer Ouellette is a senior writer at Ars Technica with a particular focus on 

where science meets culture, covering everything from physics and related interdisciplinary topics to her 

favorite films and TV series. Jennifer lives in Los 

Angeles.EMAIL jennifer.ouellette@arstechnica.com // TWITTER @JenLucPiquant 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/09/maya-ritual-enemas-and-constipated-scorpions-the-2022-ig-nobel-

prize-winners/   

https://arstechnica.com/author/jenniferouellette
mailto:jennifer.ouellette@arstechnica.com
https://www.twitter.com/JenLucPiquant
https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/09/maya-ritual-enemas-and-constipated-scorpions-the-2022-ig-nobel-prize-winners/
https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/09/maya-ritual-enemas-and-constipated-scorpions-the-2022-ig-nobel-prize-winners/
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On Martha Cooper’s Exhilarating Photos of 1980s NYC Graffiti 

“It’s a high you can’t find anywhere else.” 

VIA PRESTEL 

By Miss Rosen 

With a single snap of the shutter, Martha Cooper captured the searing rush of seeing a whole car make its 

debut on the line after being painted all night. You can all but hear the train thunder along the tracks and feel 

the ground rumble beneath your feet while a gust of wind hits your face. Is that the smell of spray paint? In a 

Martha Cooper photograph, seeing is more than believing—it’s a high you can’t find anywhere else. 

It’s the kind of energy that just might change your life. Take it from Cooper, who knows better than anyone 

else. In 1980, she had been working as a staff photographer for the New York Post for three years, zipping 

around the city in a beat-up Honda Civic. She had been hearing about new trains being painted up in the 

Bronx—but she had to go to work. 

https://prestelpublishing.penguinrandomhouse.de/book/Spray-Nation/Martha-Cooper/Prestel/e601759.rhd
https://lithub.com/author/sararosen/
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 “I said, ‘Fuck it, I just want to do this,’” she recalls. “I picked a very good time to quit the Post.” With her 

newfound freedom, Cooper became an integral figure on the burgeoning graffiti scene, her passion for her 

subjects matched by her boundless energy, which continues to this very day after more than 70 years of 

making photographs. 

Standing inside her New York studio, Cooper grabs a copy of the 2018 book One Week with 1UP and flips to 

a picture in which she can be seen scampering up a hill on the run from the police. She laughs happily and 

says, “You understand the thrill when you do it and you’re afraid you might get caught. The illegal stuff is 

super exciting. Oh my goodness!” 

Love Stinks, 1982. © Martha Cooper. 

“She made the conscious decision to celebrate that New York minute. She captured that better than anyone.” 
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You might just say Marty Cooper has not changed a bit. The thrill of adventure is in her blood. Just put a 

camera in her hands and she is ready to go. 

“Marty is, and always has been, fearless,” says SKEME. “I was amazed at how adeptly she entered the yard, 

with no fear of heights or arrest, crossing the tracks with 6,000 volts surging through the third rail and 

climbing in between cars like a spry teenager.” 

Martha Cooper, 1982. Image courtesy Martha Cooper. © Martha Cooper. 

Though sporty and petite, with a pixie haircut, Cooper was a professional photographer in her 30s at the time, 

singularly focused on her goal. Now freelancing full-time, Cooper gave graffiti the National 

Geographic treatment: in-depth, longform, exquisitely detailed reportage—the best of which went 

into Subway Art, which she co-authored with Henry Chalfant in 1984. 

Known as the “graffiti bible,” Subway Art spread the word around the globe from Cleveland to Copenhagen, 

inspiring a new generation of writers to live the life. Kids got their start tracing styles from the book and then 

trying their hand at a piece with cans of freshly stolen spray paint. They penned letters in homeroom before 

the bell went off, thanking Cooper for the inspiration and inviting her to Chicago (or Kent, or Soweto) to 

photograph their work. 

Today, the letters arrive by email, detailing the possibility of paid work documenting graff everywhere from 

Tahiti to Thailand, India to Portugal, in recognition of Cooper’s influence and legacy. “Half the time I don’t 

even know where I am going. Just put me on the plane,” Cooper says with a laugh. 

Cooper shares her love of adventure with the writers themselves, whether they are rappelling down the 

Manuel Gómez Morin Cultural Center in Mexico or sneaking into the #3 yard in Harlem during the dead of 

night. There, she documented a world few had ever seen, where Puma-shod writers moved like acrobats to 

paint masterpieces before the sun came up. 
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ART IS THE WORD by ALIVE 5, 1981. © Martha Cooper. 

“Our shots were neither rehearsed nor coerced, neither directed nor suggested. Marty was there to capture the 

wild things in their natural habitat, and capture she did,” SKEME reveals. “Most amazing is that she found 

value in what we were doing, her documentation a testimony possessing such extraordinary evidentiary value 

in the case against us just being poor, truant, rowdy vandals. I’m glad she came along.” 

Cey Adams agrees. “Martha was the first adult that really took notice of what we were doing,” says the graff 

pioneer and founding creative director of Def Jam. “She documented all the early work and she never asked 

for anything. She just showed up and took photographs. She traveled to different parts of the city. At the time 

I was too young to appreciate what it meant to have someone documenting your career at such a young age. 

She really cared. It was one of the earliest creative relationships I had, and I didn’t even know I was having it.  

A natural collaborator, Cooper meets everyone where they are and quickly discerns the essence of the story in 

purely visual terms. “Marty does what great photographers do, which is to encompass all aspects of the scene 
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in one image,” filmmaker Charlie Ahearn says. “Marty is not just snapping a picture; she is thinking about all 

the ways in which this is going to work. She has total freedom and is managing to be in the exact right place 

for the photograph.” 

2BAD, Bronx, 1982. © Martha Cooper. 

The perfect synthesis of music, style, fashion, art and attitude, Cooper’s photograph of Frosty Freeze, FAB 5 

FREDDY, LADY PINK and Patti Astor standing in front of the Wild Style mural has become “the” image of 

Ahearn’s movie, even though it’s not a scene from the film. “It’s identified as this historical moment but it’s 

made up,” Ahearn says. “I wanted something that would carry to places like Brazil and Switzerland, and 

that’s what Marty’s photo did.” 

Despite the immediate impact of her work, it would be years before Cooper would discover the legacy 

of Subway Art. She describes the book’s release as “a big disappointment. There was no hoopla. We didn’t do 

any publicity. I don’t remember having a release party. I don’t remember anyone talking about the book. It 

just seemed like it came and went.” 
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At the same time, the scene Cooper had been documenting was beginning to disappear. “The trains kind of 

died off right then. They had cracked down right at that moment,” she remembers. “When the trains stopped, 

there was a lull. With FUN and all those galleries, there was a feeling something was happening but somehow 

it flatlined.” 

Suddenly, it seemed as though all that remained of graffiti’s golden age were the photographs in Subway Art, 

a paperback book whose covers fell off if you cracked the spine once too often. But that didn’t stop the book 

from becoming one of publishing’s greatest sleepers to hit the shelves, selling more than half a million copies 

over the next 25 years. 

CAR WASH by CEY, 1982. © Martha Cooper. 

Unbeknownst to Cooper, Subway Art went underground and traveled the globe, finding its way into the hands 

of the next generation of writers coming of age. While some stole copies, others, like OS GEMEOS, made do 

with a black-and-white photocopied version of the book. 
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Although Cooper stopped shooting graff in 1984, she continues to stay in touch with writers she has met 

through the exchange of letters, postcards, holiday cards, artwork, photographs, handmade gifts, custom-made 

objects, toys, emails and ephemera that she keeps neatly organized in her studio. 

Cooper opens boxes and flat files, drawers and closet doors, revealing an amazing wealth of historic objects 

she has received over the years, including DONDI’s whole-car sketch for “Children of the Grave, Part 2,” 

vintage black books, handwritten letters from CAINE 1, STAY HIGH 149, LADY PINK and BLADE, and a 

special 70th-birthday card featuring a picture of the “MARTY” mural painted at the Houston Bowery Wall in 

2013. 

STYLE WARS by NOC 167, 1981. © Martha Cooper. 
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You don’t just look at a Martha Cooper photograph, you feel it. 

After searching, Cooper produces an envelope that contains a letter from SHY 147 dated May 12, 1983, along 

with a signed Polaroid taken in prison. “Martha thank you very much for the photos, they bring back 

memories of the good old times to me which are sometimes forgotten inside this prison,” he writes. “Martha, 

the world I share now is a whole different prison society and I need all the outside contact I can get so I won’t 

feel forgotten, and from what I see, you haven’t forgotten me like a lot of people have done.” 

Not a chance. Cooper’s memory is as long as her archive. She ain’t forget . . . but for a long time it seemed as 

though the world had moved on. It wasn’t until Cooper began working on the book Hip Hop Files in 2004, 

when she reconnected with the artists in Subway Art, that she saw what had come of the seeds planted two 

decades earlier. 

Commissioned signs by graffiti writers including CRASH, NOC 167 & JEST, Bronx, 1981. © Martha 

Cooper. 
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Cooper traveled across Europe, launching her new book to the next generation of graff writers, b-boys and b-

girls. “We did 22 cities in 18 days or some crazy number, and people would come. They really showed up—

and talked about what Subway Art meant to them. It was amazing,” she remembers. 

After a 20-year detour, Cooper decided to jump back into the scene, her timing once again impeccable as her 

return to graffiti intersected with the rise of street art. With artists like Banksy spanning the divide between 

crime and commerce, everything was getting bigger—including the 25th-anniversary edition of Subway Art, 

which, now hardcover, measured nearly 12-by-17 inches. 

Cooper sent a copy of the very first hardcover edition of the book across the pond to Bansky. “Wow, it’s a 

shame not all books can look like yours—they should have to be that size by law,” he wrote in a thank-you 

card Cooper keeps filed away. “Thanks for turning a lot of kids onto a whole different path.” 

None of this was intentional and that’s why it works. It is pure, unadulterated love and mutual respect for the 

art of getting over, its practitioners, and the communities in which it lives. You don’t just look at a Martha 

Cooper photograph, you feel it. You want to be there, only you can’t, so you do it yourself. 

Back in 2013, Dutch writer FURIOUS started remaking the pages of Subway Art on a lark. Like countless 

writers over the years, FURIOUS studied the hands of the masters, copying their techniques and adapting 

them in order to execute the perfect remix. Flicks were snapped and made the rounds on social media. 

“Every now and then, it would reach the maker of the original piece. From their comments, I noticed how 

they appreciated that somebody on another continent was making an homage to the graffiti they made 40 

years ago. That motivated me to keep on going,” FURIOUS says, as he works toward completing the re-

creation of every single piece in the book. 

As Subway Art celebrates its 35th anniversary, a new reverence for the work has also found its way into the 

hallowed halls of academia. Edward Birzin has been working on “Subway Art(efact),” his PhD dissertation at 

Freie Universität in Berlin. In his examination of the growth of graffiti from child’s play to an original art 

form, Birzin cites Subway Art as an integral text in the fixity and spread of graffiti to different lands and 

times. 
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“The universal appeal of graffiti might not be in the act of writing on walls and objects at all, but rather in its 

playful performance; walls and objects become a space on which young people can project their imaginations, 

dreams and aspirations,” Birzin writes. 

 
Excerpted from Spray Nation: 1980s NYC Graffiti Photographs by Martha Cooper, Edited by Roger 

Gastman © Prestel Verlag, Munich · London · New York, 2022. 

 

“Cooper’s photographs told stories, showed the art moving and interacting with real and imagined dialogues, 

and captured the imagination of the graffiti writer. Her bird’s-eye views and context-filled images offered a 

view of graffiti which few had seen before. She gave insight into how graffiti writers imagined the ‘lives’ of 

their creations.” 

https://bookshop.org/a/132/9783791388748
https://www.instagram.com/marthacoopergram/
http://www.rogergastman.com/
http://www.rogergastman.com/
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Cooper’s photos not only captured the glory and grandeur of graff—they made everyone feel like a star, 

whether you were in the picture or not. “Marty is the first in my book to capture the moment and essence of 

the human condition like I have never seen before,” says legendary artist Lee Quiñones. 

“She made the conscious decision to celebrate that New York minute. She captured that better than anyone as 

far as I am concerned. The heroic photograph that Martha has taken is one photograph—and that one 

photograph is to open the aperture of life to all of us and it can encompass anyone.” 

__________________________________ 

 

Miss Rosen 

Miss Rosen is an art, photography, and culture writer based in Brooklyn. 

 

https://lithub.com/on-martha-coopers-exhilarating-photos-of-1980s-nyc-graffiti/  

  

https://lithub.com/author/sararosen/
http://www.missrosen.com/
https://lithub.com/on-martha-coopers-exhilarating-photos-of-1980s-nyc-graffiti/
https://lithub.com/author/sararosen/
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View image credit & caption 

Research News 

How did Earth avoid a Mars-like fate? Ancient rocks hold clues 

Earth's solid inner core formed 550 million years ago and restored the planet's magnetic field 

Approximately 1,800 miles beneath our feet, swirling liquid iron in the Earth's outer core generates the 

planet's protective magnetic field. The magnetic field is invisible but is vital for life on Earth's surface because 

it shields the planet from solar wind—streams of radiation from the sun. 

About 565 million years ago, however, the magnetic field's strength decreased, to a level only 10% of the 

strength it has today. Then, mysteriously, the field bounced back, regaining its strength just before the 

explosion of multicellular life on Earth. 

https://beta.nsf.gov/news/how-did-earth-avoid-mars-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery#hero-credit-caption
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What caused the magnetic field to bounce back? 

According to U.S. National Science Foundation-supported research by scientists at the University of 

Rochester, the rejuvenation happened within a few tens of millions of years—rapid on geological 

timescales—and coincided with the formation of Earth's solid inner core, suggesting that the core is likely a 

direct cause. 

"The inner core is tremendously important," says John Tarduno, one of the authors of a paper published 

in Nature Communications. "Right before the inner core started to grow, the magnetic field was at the point of 

collapse, but as soon as the inner core started to grow, the field was regenerated." 

The researchers determined several key dates in the inner core's history, including a more precise estimate for 

its age. The research provides clues about the history and future evolution of Earth and how it became a 

habitable planet, as well as the evolution of other planets in the solar system. 

"This study adds to our understanding of the Earth's magnetic field and inner core, which helps us better 

comprehend the evolution of planets and life in the past and present," says Eva Zanzerkia, a program director 

in NSF's Division of Earth Sciences. 

Earth is composed of layers: the crust, where life is situated; the mantle, Earth's thickest layer; the molten 

outer core; and the solid inner core, which is, in turn, composed of an outermost inner core and an innermost 

inner core. 

Earth's magnetic field is generated in its outer core, where swirling liquid iron causes electric currents, driving 

a phenomenon called the geodynamo that produces the magnetic field. 

Because of the magnetic field's relationship to Earth's core, scientists have been trying for decades to 

determine how Earth's magnetic field and core have changed throughout our planet's history. They cannot 

directly measure the magnetic field because of the location and extreme temperatures of materials in the core. 

Fortunately, minerals that rise to Earth's surface contain tiny magnetic particles that lock in the direction and 

intensity of the magnetic field at the time the minerals cool from their molten state. 

To better define the age and growth of the inner core, Tarduno and his team used a carbon dioxide laser and 

the lab's superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer to analyze feldspar crystals from the 

https://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=2051550&HistoricalAwards=false
https://beta.nsf.gov/now-leaving-9af3f5cea97ba70a5c8aff34cf?external_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rochester.edu%2Fnewscenter%2Fhow-did-earth-avoid-mars-like-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues-526972%2F&back_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeta.nsf.gov%2Fnews%2Fhow-did-earth-avoid-mars-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dgovdelivery
https://beta.nsf.gov/now-leaving-9af3f5cea97ba70a5c8aff34cf?external_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rochester.edu%2Fnewscenter%2Fhow-did-earth-avoid-mars-like-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues-526972%2F&back_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeta.nsf.gov%2Fnews%2Fhow-did-earth-avoid-mars-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dgovdelivery
https://beta.nsf.gov/now-leaving-9af3f5cea97ba70a5c8aff34cf?external_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs41467-022-31677-7&back_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeta.nsf.gov%2Fnews%2Fhow-did-earth-avoid-mars-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dgovdelivery
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rock anorthosite. These crystals have minute magnetic needles within them that are "perfect magnetic 

recorders," Tarduno says. 

Better understanding the dynamics and growth of the inner core and the magnetic field has important 

implications, not only in uncovering Earth's past and predicting its future, but in unraveling the ways in which 

other planets might form magnetic shields and sustain the conditions necessary to harbor life. 

Researchers believe that Mars, for example, once had a magnetic field, but the field dissipated, leaving the 

planet vulnerable to solar wind and the surface oceanless. While it is unclear whether the absence of a 

magnetic field would have caused Earth to meet the same fate, "Earth certainly would've lost much more 

water if Earth's magnetic field had not been regenerated," Tarduno says. "The planet would be much drier and 

very different than the planet today." 

In terms of planetary evolution, then, the research emphasizes the importance of a magnetic shield and a 

mechanism to sustain it, he says. 

"This research really highlights the need to have something like a growing inner core that sustains a magnetic 

field over the entire lifetime—many billions of years—of a planet." 

Research areas 

Directorate for Geosciences (GEO) 

Division of Earth Sciences (GEO/EAR) 

https://beta.nsf.gov/news/how-did-earth-avoid-mars-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-

clues?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery  

  

https://beta.nsf.gov/geo
https://beta.nsf.gov/geo/ear
https://beta.nsf.gov/news/how-did-earth-avoid-mars-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://beta.nsf.gov/news/how-did-earth-avoid-mars-fate-ancient-rocks-hold-clues?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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Lionizing 

by Edgar Allan Poe 

 

-------- all people went Upon their ten toes in wild wonderment. 

-- Bishop Hall's Satires . 

I AM - that is to say I was - a great man; but I am neither the author of Junius nor the man in the mask; for my 

name, I believe, is Robert Jones, and I was born somewhere in the city of Fum-Fudge. 

The first action of my life was the taking hold of my nose with both hands. My mother saw this and called me 

a genius: my father wept for joy and presented me with a treatise on Nosology. This I mastered before I was 

breeched. 

I now began to feel my way in the science, and soon came to understand that, provided a man had a nose 

sufficiently conspicuous he might, by merely following it, arrive at a Lionship. But my attention was not 

confined to theories alone. Every morning I gave my proboscis a couple of pulls and swallowed a half dozen 

of drams. 

When I came of age my father asked me, one day, If I would step with him into his study. 

"My son," said he, when we were seated, "what is the chief end of your existence?" 

"My father," I answered, "it is the study of Nosology." 

"And what, Robert," he inquired, "is Nosology?" 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edgar-allan-poe
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"Sir," I said, "it is the Science of Noses." 

"And can you tell me," he demanded, "what is the meaning of a nose?" 

"A nose, my father;" I replied, greatly softened, "has been variously defined by about a thousand different 

authors." [Here I pulled out my watch.] "It is now noon or thereabouts - we shall have time enough to get 

through with them all before midnight. To commence then: - The nose, according to Bartholinus, is that 

protuberance -- that bump - that excrescence - that - " 

"Will do, Robert," interrupted the good old gentleman. "I am thunderstruck at the extent of your information - 

I am positively -- upon my soul." [Here he closed his eyes and placed his hand upon his heart.] "Come here!" 

[Here he took me by the arm.] "Your education may now be considered as finished - it is high time you 

should scuffle for yourself - and you cannot do a better thing than merely follow your nose -- so - so - so - " 

[Here he kicked me down stairs and out of the door] - "so get out of my house, and God bless you!" 

As I felt within me the divine afflatus, I considered this accident rather fortunate than otherwise. I resolved to 

be guided by the paternal advice. I determined to follow my nose. I gave it a pull or two upon the spot, and 

wrote a pamphlet on Nosology forthwith. 

All Fum-Fudge was in an uproar. 

"Wonderful genius!" said the Quarterly. 

"Superb physiologist!" said the Westminster. 

"Clever fellow!" said the Foreign. 

"Fine writer!" said the Edinburgh. 

"Profound thinker!" said the Dublin. 
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"Great man!" said Bentley. 

"Divine soul!" said Fraser. 

"One of us!" said Blackwood. 

"Who can he be?" said Mrs. Bas-Bleu. 

"What can he be?" said big Miss Bas-Bleu. 

"Where can he be?" said little Miss Bas-Bleu. - But I paid these people no attention whatever - I just stepped 

into the shop of an artist. 

The Duchess of Bless-my-Soul was sitting for her portrait; the Marquis of So-and-So was holding the 

Duchess' poodle; the Earl of This-and-That was flirting with her salts; and his Royal Highness of Touch-me-

Not was leaning upon the back of her chair. 

I approached the artist and turned up my nose. 

"Oh, beautiful!" sighed her Grace. 

"Oh my!" lisped the Marquis. 

"Oh, shocking!" groaned the Earl. 

"Oh, abominable!" growled his Royal Highness. 

"What will you take for it?" asked the artist. 
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"For his nose!" shouted her Grace. 

"A thousand pounds," said I, sitting down. 

"A thousand pounds?" inquired the artist, musingly. 

"A thousand pounds," said I. 

"Beautiful!" said he, entranced. 

"A thousand pounds," said I. 

"Do you warrant it?" he asked, turning the nose to the light. 

"I do," said I, blowing it well. 

"Is it quite original?" he inquired; touching it with reverence. 

"Humph!" said I, twisting it to one side. 

"Has no copy been taken?" he demanded, surveying it through a microscope. 

"None," said I, turning it up. 

"Admirable!" he ejaculated, thrown quite off his guard by the beauty of the manoeuvre. 

"A thousand pounds," said I. 
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"A thousand pounds?" said he. 

"Precisely," said I. 

"A thousand pounds?" said he. 

"Just so," said I. 

"You shall have them," said he. "What a piece of virtu!" So he drew me a check upon the spot, and took a 

sketch of my nose. I engaged rooms in Jermyn street, and sent her Majesty the ninety-ninth edition of the 

"Nosology," with a portrait of the proboscis. - That sad little rake, the Prince of Wales, invited me to dinner. 

We were all lions and recherchs. 

There was a modern Platonist. He quoted Porphyry, Iamblicus, Plotinus, Proclus, Hierocles, Maximus Tyrius, 

and Syrianus. 

There was a human-perfectibility man. He quoted Turgot, Price, Priestly, Condorcet, De Stael, and the 

"Ambitious Student in Ill Health." 

There was Sir Positive Paradox. He observed that all fools were philosophers, and that all philosophers were 

fools. 

There was stheticus Ethix. He spoke of fire, unity, and atoms; bi-part and pre-existent soul; affinity and 

discord; primitive intelligence and homomeria. 

There was Theologos Theology. He talked of Eusebius and Arianus; heresy and the Council of Nice; 

Puseyism and consubstantialism; Homousios and Homouioisios. 
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There was Fricasse from the Rocher de Cancale. He mentioned Muriton of red tongue; cauliflowers with 

velout sauce; veal la St. Menehoult; marinade la St. Florentin; and orange jellies en mosiques. 

There was Bibulus O'Bumper. He touched upon Latour and Markbrnnen; upon Mousseux and Chambertin; 

upon Richbourg and St. George; upon Haubrion, Leonville, and Medoc; upon Barac and Preignac; upon Grve, 

upon Sauterne, upon Lafitte, and upon St. Peray. He shook his head at Clos de Vougeot, and told, with his 

eyes shut, the difference between Sherry and Amontillado. 

There was Signor Tintontintino from Florence. He discoursed of Cimabu, Arpino, Carpaccio, and Argostino - 

of the gloom of Caravaggio, of the amenity of Albano, of the colors of Titian, of the frows of Rubens, and of 

the waggeries of Jan Steen. 

There was the President of the Fum-Fudge University. He was of opinion that the moon was called Bendis in 

Thrace, Bubastis in Egypt, Dian in Rome, and Artemis in Greece. There was a Grand Turk from Stamboul. 

He could not help thinking that the angels were horses, cocks, and bulls; that somebody in the sixth heaven 

had seventy thousand heads; and that the earth was supported by a sky-blue cow with an incalculable number 

of green horns. 

There was Delphinus Polyglott. He told us what had become of the eighty-three lost tragedies of schylus; of 

the fifty-four orations of Isus; of the three hundred and ninety-one speeches of Lysias; of the hundred and 

eighty treatises of Theophrastus; of the eighth book of the conic sections of Apollonius; of Pindar's hymns 

and dithyrambics; and of the five and forty tragedies of Homer Junior. 

There was Ferdinand Fitz-Fossillus Feltspar. He informed us all about internal fires and tertiary formations; 

about eriforms, fluidiforms, and solidiforms; about quartz and marl; about schist and schorl; about gypsum 

and trap; about talc and calc; about blende and horn-blende; about mica-slate and pudding-stone; about 

cyanite and lepidolite; about hematite and tremolite; about antimony and calcedony; about manganese and 

whatever you please. 

There was myself. I spoke of myself; - of myself, of myself, of myself; - of Nosology, of my pamphlet, and of 

myself. I turned up my nose, and I spoke of myself. 

"Marvellous clever man!" said the Prince. 

"Superb!" said his guests: - and next morning her Grace of Bless-my-Soul paid me a visit. 
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"Will you go to Almack's, pretty creature?" she said, tapping me under the chin. 

"Upon honor," said I. 

"Nose and all?" she asked. 

"As I live," I replied. 

"Here then is a card, my life. Shall I say you will be there?" 

"Dear Duchess, with all my heart." 

"Pshaw, no! - but with all your nose?" 

"Every bit of it, my love," said I: so I gave it a twist or two, and found myself at Almack's. The rooms were 

crowded to suffocation. 

"He is coming!" said somebody on the staircase. 

"He is coming!" said somebody farther up. 

"He is coming!" said somebody farther still. 

"He is come!" exclaimed the Duchess. "He is come, the little love!" - and, seizing me firmly by both hands, 

she kissed me thrice upon the nose. A marked sensation immediately ensued. 

"Diavolo!" cried Count Capricornutti. 
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"Dios guarda!" muttered Don Stiletto. 

"Mille tonnerres!" ejaculated the Prince de Grenouille. 

"Tousand teufel!" growled the Elector of Bluddennuff. 

It was not to be borne. I grew angry. I turned short upon Bluddennuff. 

"Sir!" said I to him, "you are a baboon." 

"Sir," he replied, after a pause, "Donner und Blitzen!" 

This was all that could be desired. We exchanged cards. At Chalk-Farm, the next morning, I shot off his nose 

- and then called upon my friends. 

"Bte!" said the first. 

"Fool!" said the second. 

"Dolt!" said the third. 

"Ass!" said the fourth. 

"Ninny!" said the fifth. 

"Noodle!" said the sixth. 
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"Be off!" said the seventh. 

At all this I felt mortified, and so called upon my father. 

"Father," I asked, "what is the chief end of my existence?" 

"My son," he replied, "it is still the study of Nosology; but in hitting the Elector upon the nose you have 

overshot your mark. You have a fine nose, it is true; but then Bluddennuff has none. You are damned, and he 

has become the hero of the day. I grant you that in Fum-Fudge the greatness of a lion is in proportion to the 

size of his proboscis - but, good heavens! there is no competing with a lion who has no proboscis at all." 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edgar-allan-poe/short-story/lionizing 
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Back to School for Everyone: Ekphrastic Poetry with Victoria Chang 

“The act of seeing the visual art of another has allowed my mind and imagination to be free.” 

By Victoria Chang 

September 6, 2022 

“When writers write about painting, they are in a sense on vicarious holiday.” 

–Geoff Dyer, Out of Sheer Rage 

* 

When I was young, there were three forms of art that I engaged in: music (piano, percussion, and the moon 

guitar), visual art (specifically drawing and painting), and poetry. I don’t play music anymore. I also don’t 

draw or paint that much anymore, but one way in which I have remain engaged in the visual arts is through 

the writing of ekphrastic poetry. Through my poems, I’ve corresponded with the paintings of Edward Hopper 

and the sculpture of Eva Hesse; most recently, I just finished writing a book that engages with the visual art 

and writings of both Agnes Martin and On Kawara. 

https://lithub.com/author/victoriachang/
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I love teaching ekphrastic poetry and ekphrastic-oriented collections because in my own experiences, the act 

of seeing the visual art of another has allowed my mind and imagination to be free. In the act of seeing, the 

mind of the poet can wander to unexpected places, rendering the writing new, stranger, and sometimes more 

surprising. 

In the process of reading ekphrastic poems and books, it’s also interesting to think about the expansive ways 

in which poets engage with visual art. Some may write about the scene or subject being depicted in the 

artwork. Others might write in the voice of the person or object represented. Still others might write about 

their personal experiences while looking at the art. Other options include fictionalizing a scene within the art 

or writing about the work in the context of its socio-political history. 

Many ekphrastic poems deploy some or all of the above, using the visual art as a way to engage in or enact 

social, historical, personal, philosophical, and political concerns. In essence, ekphrastic poems are a way to 

interact with the world and a way to respond to the world. The process of writing ekphrastic poetry also 

brings into question aspects of viewing, the culture of viewing, and the gaze, always asking the questions of 

who is looking at what, when, and why? 

Sometimes it can be easier to write an ekphrastic poem than to stare at a blank page; thus ekphrastic poetry 

can be useful to overcoming writer’s block. To allow a piece of visual art to infiltrate one’s consciousness, 

and then create a poem to articulate that embodiment—oftentimes in new language or new perception—can 

be a powerful and mysterious process. In an ekphrastic correspondence, the poet not only embodies a piece of 

art but becomes an accessory to the process of making. Out of this process emerges a new way of seeing. 

 COURSE DESCRIPTION 

In this course, we will focus on ekphrastic poetry—a poetic description and depiction of a work of visual art. 

In some ways, all poems are conversations with the world, but ekphrastic poems specifically focus on 

artwork. Throughout history, poets such as Homer, Virgil, John Keats, Robert Browning, Rainer Maria Rilke, 

Marianne Moore, W.H. Auden, William Carlos Williams, Elizabeth Bishop, Jorie Graham, John Ashbery, 

Charles Simic, Anne Carson, Paisley Rekdal, Robin Coste Lewis, Brian Teare, Terrance Hayes, and so many 

more have turned to visual art or other artforms as a kind of correspondence to amplify and expand upon their 

poems, and in some cases, to begin a poem. 

We will read some individual ekphrastic poems to start, and then transition to full collections of poems that 

are either fully ekphrastic or contain many ekphrastic poems. While reading, we will consider how poets have 

encountered visual art and other art forms, and how they have re-casted their own seeing into new pieces of 

art. 
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 READING LIST 

John Ashbery, Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror • Rick Barot, The Darker Fall: Poems • Allison Benis 

White, Self-Portrait with Crayon • Robin Coste Lewis, Voyage of the Sable Venus: And Other Poems • Joy 

Harjo and Stephen E. Strom (photographer), Secrets from the Center of the World • Jena Osman, Public 

Figures • Dean Rader, Landscape Portrait Figure Form • Martin Rock, Dear Mark: Poems • Diane 

Seuss, Still Life with Two Dead Peacocks and a Girl: Poems • Charles Simic, Dime-Store Alchemy: The Art 

of Joseph Cornell • Brian Teare, The Empty Form Goes All the Way to Heaven • Paul Tran, All the Flowers 

Kneeling • Natasha Trethewey, Bellocq’s Ophelia 

 

 

Victoria Chang 

https://bookshop.org/books/self-portrait-in-a-convex-mirror/9780140586688?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/the-darker-fall-poems/9781889330730?aid=132
http://www.csupoetrycenter.com/books/self-portrait-with-crayon
https://bookshop.org/books/voyage-of-the-sable-venus-and-other-poems/9781101911204?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/secrets-from-the-center-of-the-world-volume-17/9780816511136?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/public-figures/9780819573117?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/public-figures/9780819573117?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/landscape-portrait-figure-form/9781890650735?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/dear-mark-9781936767199/9781936767199?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/still-life-with-two-dead-peacocks-and-a-girl-poems/9781555978068?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/dime-store-alchemy-the-art-of-joseph-cornell/9781590174869?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/dime-store-alchemy-the-art-of-joseph-cornell/9781590174869?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/the-empty-form-goes-all-the-way-to-heaven/9781643621593?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/all-the-flowers-kneeling/9780143136842?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/all-the-flowers-kneeling/9780143136842?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/bellocq-s-ophelia/9781555973599?aid=132
https://lithub.com/author/victoriachang/
https://bookshop.org/lists/ekphrastic-poetry-with-victoria-chang
https://lithub.com/author/victoriachang/
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Victoria Chang’s latest book of poetry is The Trees Witness Everything (Copper Canyon Press). Her 

nonfiction book, Dear Memory (Milkweed Editions), was published in 2021. OBIT (Copper Canyon Press, 

2020), her prior book of poems, was named a New York Times Notable Book, a Time Must-Read Book, and 

received the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award in Poetry, and the 

PEN/Voelcker Award. It was also longlisted for a National Book Award and named a finalist for the National 

Book Critics Circle Award and the Griffin International Poetry Prize. She has received a Guggenheim 

Fellowship, and lives in Los Angeles and is a faculty member within Antioch’s low-residency MFA Program 

and Acting Program Chair. 

 

https://lithub.com/back-to-school-for-everyone-ekphrastic-poetry-with-victoria-chang/ 
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The iPhone Isn’t Cool 

Once upon a time, Apple’s new-device announcements were magic. Then everyone bought an iPhone. 

By Damon Beres 

Katie Martin / The Atlantic; Getty 

SEPTEMBER 8, 2022, 2:44 PM ET 

I cradled my first iPhone like an egg after I bought it. The year was 2011; the season was winter. The ground 

was slushy, but I was too nervous to take the thing on the subway. It was an absolute luxury, by far the 

fanciest and, I felt, most fragile thing I owned—more Fabergé than farmstand. 

The precise model was the iPhone 4, which looked like an ice-cream sandwich from the side and felt about as 

sturdy. I wasn’t just concerned about slipping and dropping the thing: It was dark, I was in a crusty part of 

https://www.theatlantic.com/author/damon-beres/
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New York, and I looked like I got scared at Death Cab for Cutie shows—would someone punch me in the 

face and yank it? The iPhone was relatively uncommon back then; BlackBerry—the traditionalist’s choice—

was still more popular, but both were outnumbered by Android. Nokia was trouncing them all. Most 

Americans didn’t have a smartphone, and many had no mobile phone at all. 

In a market generally defined by boring hunks of plastic, Apple gained an edge through impeccable design 

that was actually less functional than most of the competition. Many reviewers rightly pointed out that the 

touch screen was worse to type on than a physical keyboard, and complained about the iPhone’s fragility. In 

these early years, buying one was the fashionable choice, not the pragmatic one. It was cool. 

How things have changed. As of this summer, for the first time ever, more Americans now use an iPhone than 

use an Android phone. Toddlers handle them while sitting in strollers. Parents handle them while pushing 

strollers. For a time during the pandemic, the Kardashians ripped through them on a weekly basis to film their 

show without risking exposure to a film crew. There’s no mystique, no scarcity, and not much in terms of 

novelty. The iPhone is like a tote bag with a few cameras: a utilitarian default. 

Read: People aren’t meant to talk this much 

That’s not to say people won’t buy new ones, of course. Quite the contrary. This week, Apple unveiled its 

latest iPhone models: the iPhone 14, the iPhone 14 Plus, the iPhone 14 Pro, and the iPhone 14 Pro Max. 

They’re quite similar to last year’s, and the previous year’s, and the year before that, and indeed the year 

prior. By now, the routine is familiar; every year, Apple ships a couple hundred million phones to be 

purchased by perhaps millions of people enrolled in the company’s annual upgrade program, and by many 

others who are not. These phones are expensive—$800 and up—and certainly not everyone can afford them. 

But Apple sidesteps this hurdle with its upgrade program, which converts the up-front cost into a monthly 

loan payment. 

That’s a big part of the problem in a nutshell: The system erected around annual upgrades means that many, 

many people buy the iPhone and then live their life quite literally indebted to Apple, which is better than its 

competitors at locking people into a “walled garden”—or, as the writer Cory Doctorow has called it, a 

“feedlot.” What was once a bold consumer choice is now more like a sad dip into the trough. 

I wouldn’t have predicted any of this on that cold walk home, and not just because I couldn’t imagine ever 

being in a position to upgrade from my beautiful new device. A few months prior to my big purchase, in 

2010, Gizmodo paid $5,000 to acquire a lost prototype of the iPhone 4—that same one I would eventually 

hold so gingerly—and published all of its secrets before Apple could announce them. This iPhone felt 

extremely new and exciting, even after Apple made it all official: the first one with a selfie camera! 

FaceTime! A Retina display! And … a gyroscope? Great. Apple eventually called it the iPhone that changed 

https://techcrunch.com/2011/02/09/gartner-android-os-sales-trumps-ios-and-rim-grew-888-percent-in-2010/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAALh0NjlkzKjr0Y_jm9yz-dTpGrpf2fUjVweNn5Z4BREl7GV39-K6IIIJ_WgKsM13V4yxvsM5wZAr6mr7UhMpik4NBXkuJk-AhaEmX50m-2dEa8iOE2yVH0k9JsmpjmLFUkPDTEEtG0uv3yqZzx4VAW8l_6SgU_6SWE6ZvdPb1Y24
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/mobile/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/mobile/
https://www.businessinsider.com/more-americans-using-apple-iphones-than-android-report-2022-9
https://www.insider.com/kardashians-kuwtk-new-iphones-filming-at-home-quarantine-2020-5
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2021/10/fix-facebook-making-it-more-like-google/620456/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/qjk3nb/even-steve-jobs-daughter-wonders-what-the-difference-between-each-iphone-is
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/apple-statistics/
https://9to5mac.com/2020/10/29/iphone-upgrade-program-popularity/
https://pluralistic.net/2021/02/11/rhodium-at-2900-per-oz/#manorial-apple
https://gizmodo.com/how-apple-lost-the-iphone-4-5520438
https://web.archive.org/web/20110202122055/http:/www.apple.com/iphone/
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everything again, and it was right. The marketing matched the delivery and people went ballistic, lining up by 

the thousands, and digital storefronts struggled to keep up. 

SPENCER A. KLAVAN 

The iPhone 14, meanwhile, with a suite of incremental and frankly boring improvements, is the iPhone that 

will change nothing. This isn’t a knock on Apple, exactly. It’s a credit to the company for which, where 

iPhone quality is concerned, the scale slides from “very good” to “very, very good.” But the iPhone’s 

predictability is a sign of the shifting cultural landscape around the device—and the changes in attitudes 

brought on in part by Apple’s own innovations. Where the iPhone once symbolized verve, it now evokes 

crushing inevitability. The company will produce, the people will consume, and the waste will pile up (and up 

and up). Don’t let the branding deceive you: With the introduction of the latest devices, Apple has now forged 

38 distinct models of iPhone since 2007, once all the Pluses, Maxes, Minis, and SEs are accounted for. 

We’re swamped in phones, and the malaise many people feel about technology billows up from their 

screens. Too many Americans have been forced to rely on smartphones for want of better internet options 

during the pandemic. Polls show that the majority of us see big problems in the services they’re a gateway to: 

Social-media toxicity, misinformation, data harvesting, abuse. The iPhone’s pixels illuminate the Instagram 

post that gives you FOMO, the YouTube video that makes your uncle doubt the vaccine, the NFTs that sell 

for millions, and the tweet instructing you to log off forever. Bo Burnham was right when he described the 

internet as “a little bit of everything all of the time”—digital life has become a bit samey and numbing. It 

makes sense that the iPhone would follow suit; everything is formatted to fit its screen. 

To an extent, these problems are out of Apple’s hands. And certainly, plenty of iPhone owners blissfully don’t 

fret about them. Still, Apple’s products can’t exist in a vacuum: Just as the company proved itself capable 

of nuking Facebook’s ad business with a change to its privacy features, it has to know that its new hardware 

will shape the world it’s born into. That world is dark, and where once a new iPhone seemed to brighten it, it 

feels like the 14 series is leaning all the way in. The iPhone 14 Pro’s screens are now “Always On,” as if in 

concession to our terminal affliction. And—this is real—there’s a new “Emergency SOS” feature, which will 

allow an iPhone 14 to connect to a satellite and call for help if you’re lost or trapped, a victim of a crime, or 

imperiled by fire. Apple promoted this with a video of a woman summoning rescue helicopters from a 

wooded mountaintop. It felt futuristic and kind of awful, which is a nice representation of where we’re at. 

(As Buzzfeed News’ Katie Notopoulos eloquently put it, “I’m Pretty Sure Apple Knows We’re All Going to 

Die Soon.”) 

It makes sense. Having wrung so much value out of the Earth with so many new gizmos created every single 

year—did you know that humanity produces more than 59 million tons of electronic waste annually?—Big 

Tech is looking to the stars for its new ideas. Maybe there’s nowhere else to go. Meanwhile, we’re all down 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110202122055/http:/www.apple.com/iphone/
https://www.wired.com/2010/06/iphone-4-launch-crowds/
https://www.wired.com/2010/06/iphone-4-launch-crowds/
https://www.wired.com/2010/06/iphone-4-meltdown/
https://www.theatlantic.com/author/spencer-klavan/
https://onezero.medium.com/our-tech-addiction-is-creating-a-toxic-soup-fdeb36bdcc51
https://onezero.medium.com/our-tech-addiction-is-creating-a-toxic-soup-fdeb36bdcc51
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/06/22/digital-divide-persists-even-as-americans-with-lower-incomes-make-gains-in-tech-adoption/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/27/how-americans-see-u-s-tech-companies-as-government-scrutiny-increases/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1BneeJTDcU&themeRefresh=1
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/02/facebook-says-apple-ios-privacy-change-will-cost-10-billion-this-year.html
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/katienotopoulos/apple-watch-iphone-apocalypse
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/katienotopoulos/apple-watch-iphone-apocalypse
https://ewastemonitor.info/gem-2020/
https://ewastemonitor.info/gem-2020/
https://ewastemonitor.info/gem-2020/
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here shuffling through the rubble. Pick your head up from time to time and wave hello to your neighbor: They 

probably have an iPhone. 

Damon Beres is a senior editor at The Atlantic, where he oversees the Technology section. 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2022/09/iphone-14-apple-annual-upgrade-

improvements/671380/   

https://www.theatlantic.com/author/damon-beres/
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2022/09/iphone-14-apple-annual-upgrade-improvements/671380/
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2022/09/iphone-14-apple-annual-upgrade-improvements/671380/
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A writer who grew up in Orlando now living in London and an artist and photographer born in Moscow now 

living in Miami discuss what it means to be a Floridian. 

Interview by Jonah Goldman Kay | Photographs by Anastasia Samoylova  
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Florida is an amalgamation of many American dreams and their successive failures, layers of branding 

plastered over a rising shoreline. The state juts out from the coast, a benign growth of Spanish colonialism 

that atrophied into the United States. Florida contains multitudes, a harbinger of complex political, 

demographic, and environmental shifts in the rest of the country; or it contains nothing at all, a bizarre oddity 

whose sole purpose is to provide fodder for clickbait headlines. 

 

https://steidl.de/Books/Floridas-0208222457.html
https://steidl.de/Books/Floridas-0208222457.html
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In her most recent book, Floridas: Anastasia Samoylova & Walker Evans, photographer Anastasia Samoylova 

explores the state’s idiosyncratic visual appearance. Samoylova has paired her works, which were taken on a 

series of road trips across Florida, with photographs taken by Walker Evans on his sojourns to the state 

between the 1940s and 1970s. The result is a nuanced reflection on the mythology of Florida in American 

culture and the ways in which the state is visually represented. 

 

Gatorama, 2020 
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This photograph was taken at Gatorama, an alligator park in Palmdale, Florida. These tourist attractions dot 

the state’s highways, offering cheap thrills for visitors and an endless supply of alligator heads for purchase in 

gift shops. 

This conversation has been edited for length and clarity.  

Jonah Goldman Kay: You aren’t originally from Florida, right? I’m curious how that experience of moving 

to the state shaped your outlook of it. 

Anastasia Samoylova: I’ve spent six years in Florida, so I’m starting to feel like a Floridian, but I’m also 

very much from a different situation. I was born in Moscow, and when I moved to the U.S., I lived in Illinois.  

I feel like I have this split outsider/insider perspective, which is precious in photography. The lens’ ability to 

mediate the relationship between subject and photographer lends itself to a kind of separation or distance. 

There is this kind of neutrality that comes along with being an observer — though, of course, you’re never 

really neutral. 

My background is in architecture, and while I never pursued it professionally, it’s still the primary thread 

running through all of my projects. I’m deeply interested in space and urban development — how we 

construct boundaries between natural landscapes and man-made landscapes, and what it looks like when those 

boundaries are blurred. 
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Yellow Bedroom, Palm Beach, 2020 

JGK: Your works also have a strange relationship to nostalgia, which is a kind of taboo word in photography 

because it’s often seen as undermining a work by making it overly saccharine. To me, it feels like there are 

two things that are at odds here: your outsider perspective, which allows you to avoid nostalgia in a way; at 

the same time, you’re photographing a state whose culture and architecture is suffused with nostalgia.  

AS: Florida’s penchant for nostalgia reveals itself almost immediately, doesn't it? If you take somewhere like 

Venice in Italy, the patina is almost theatrical — nostalgia there is taken to the extreme. What I find most 

fascinating about Florida, though, is this state of in-betweenness. It almost could fall either way — cities like 

Miami could become these hyperdeveloped, supercontemporary places. Or the entire place could fall apart. It 

feels like there's this constant battle of forces pulling it in each direction. That’s what first attracted me to 

Florida with my first book, FloodZone, and in Floridas, I wanted to explore that even further. 

https://steidl.de/Books/FloodZone-3132344254.html
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JGK: It's funny that you brought up Venice because I was just there for the Biennale and was staying slightly 

outside the city. Walking around this Italian suburb, I couldn’t shake this feeling that I was in Florida. It was 

very visceral — the smell of the foliage brought me back to my childhood in Orlando. And, of course, 

contemporary Floridian homes often draw heavily on Italianate architecture. But it was also this similar sense 

of a place that is stuck in between collapse and rapid development. 

AS: Both Venice and Miami are quite literally falling into the sea but are continuing to be built up. In both of 

the books, there are a few images of this Venetian estate called Vizcaya in [Miami neighborhood] Coconut 

Grove. In Floridas, it’s this long panorama that’s quite flat where you can almost see its past and future 

spliced together. The result is that you can’t quite understand when in history it is until you see contemporary 

buildings in the background.  

There’s an interesting parallel with Venice here, too. Both places have been built up in a sporadic way. It’s 

almost like the cities are being patched up as they’re falling apart. 

Even though Florida is this hypercondensed, rapidly built-up place, it’s still trying to emulate the Old World 

aesthetics of somewhere like Venice. You see that most clearly in the color palette. Both places use these 

pastels — pinks, ochre, a kind of golden yellow, turquoise — and they do it consciously because they’re 

constantly maintaining it.  

A lot of this book … involved many road trips across the state. When I got to these places, many of which I 

hadn’t seen before, I tried to tune in, be observant, and avoid imposing my own visual expectation of the 

place.  
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Bar, Key Largo, 2020 
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Key Largo is the largest of Florida’s Keys, a chain of islands off the southernmost tip of Florida. While today 

they’re best known for their kitschy architecture and colorful tourist traps, the Keys have a long history as a 

destination for artists and writers.

                                
Beauty Shop, Liberty City, Miami, 2019 
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Liberty City is one of the most culturally rich and financially disinvested areas in Miami. The subjects in this 

photo face away from the camera — only the woman in the beauty shop advertisement is visible, raising 

questions of race and representation. 

JGK: This interest in the road trip connects you back to Walker Evans, whose work is a big part of your 

book. Can you tell me a bit about this decision to parallel your works with Evans’ photographs?   

AS: I've admired his work forever, as have most photographers. He’s influenced entire generations of 

photographers. So many things can be extracted from his oeuvre and developed further on formal and 

conceptual levels. I first got into Evans’ work in Florida with The Mangrove Coast, a book featuring 

illustrations of the state’s west coast in the 1940s.  

Florida, then and now, struggles with its representation and misrepresentation. It's still very much the subject 

of national jokes, and it's a bit of a scapegoat. I really latched onto this idea that Evans, who’s this monolithic 

figure in photography, was invested in the state and in the way it was portrayed. 

JGK: How did Evans see Florida? 

AS: His relationship with Florida is kind of funny and contradictory. For example, he writes that good 

photography is never “anywhere near a beach,” and yet he has photographed near the beach in Florida. 

In a letter to his friend, Evans wrote this list of how to photograph an American place. This was in the 1930s, 

when he was staying in Hobe Sound, which is near West Palm Beach. He never mailed that letter, but if you 

read through it, you can kind of track his relationship to the state, as well as the lineage of photographers who 

were inspired by him, including me.  

He writes: 

People, all classes, surrounded by bunches of the new down-and-out. 

Automobiles and the automobile landscape. 

https://www.getty.edu/publications/resources/virtuallibrary/0892363177.pdf
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Pink House, Miami, 2020 

That’s just so quintessentially American. Would there even be a Stephen Shore without the automobile 

landscape? 

Architecture, American urban taste, commerce, small scale, large scale, the city street atmosphere, the street 

smell, the hateful stuff, women’s clubs, fake culture …  

Fake culture — this is the 1930s! How prophetic was this? 
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Flamingo Reflection, 2018 
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… bad education … 

Bad education? Not a day without discussing that one. 

… religion in decay. The movies. Evidence of what people of the city read, eat, see for amusement, do for 

relaxation and not get it. Sex. Advertising. 

I actually tried to make a typology of strip and sex clubs across Florida because there are some peculiar 

specimens there, but none of them ultimately made it into the book. 

Ripples and debris on the surface of the water distort an otherwise banal photograph of two quintessentially 

Florida items: palm trees and a flamingo. By inverting and disfiguring these signs of Florida’s tourist-focused 

image, Samoylova makes visible the environmental damage hidden by the state’s branding. 

Referencing this work, Samoylova wrote: “In [Roman] mythology, Venus was the goddess of love, beauty, 

and fertility. But this Venus is a mirror in a shop window in Miami’s boutique designer district. She hovers 

pure but blank, in a refracted fantasy of materialism and leisure.” 

JGK: Something I noticed as I was flipping through the book was the way the brightness of the colors masks 

the poverty that’s behind it. I'm thinking of that photo with a man walking on by a bright red building that has 

“FLORIDA FURNITURE” written in large yellow letters. And then, almost crammed in the corner, is this 

sign advertising Section 8 rentals. It’s not that the poverty is hidden — it’s very visible — it’s just 

overwhelmed by the color. 

AS: My goal here wasn’t to be black-and-white or overly didactic, but the story of this building is very 

telling. It’s this discount furniture shop that served this working-class community for quite some time and is 

kind of known for its garish McDonald’s color scheme. But now it’s being redeveloped and is going to serve 

a very different demographic. 
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Venus Mirror, Miami, 2020 
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FLORIDA FURNITURE, MIAMI, 2019 
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JGK: I feel like that’s kind of paradigmatic of your practice — this documentary impulse that isn’t 

photojournalistic but is more concerned with the way that people live within these difficult conditions. 

AS: There’s this inherent power imbalance in photography. So when I photograph, I try to give my passersby 

some kind of dignity or, for lack of a better word, beauty. The Florida Furniture store is actually near my 

house, in a nearby neighborhood. When I was photographing there, I was thinking about where these people 

are going to go. Because the neighborhood is being redeveloped and no longer accommodates them.  

Oftentimes, photojournalism can turn into a kind of aestheticization of poverty, which is something I want to 

avoid in my work. I want to be a respectful observer documenting the everyday, but without the 

sensationalization or dramatization that you might see in more journalistic images. 

JGK: This darkness underneath the bright colors has a strong connection to the writer Lauren Groff, who 

wrote a short piece for your book.  

AS: I think her work is incredible — this Florida Gothic is so dark, so captivating. It absorbs you like some 

kind of beautiful swamp that could choke you at any moment. In one of her interviews about her [2018 book 

“Florida”], Groff said something like “everything wants to kill you” [in Florida]. I can very much relate on 

my road trips for this book — from nature to the occasional resident. 

Samoylova’s interest in geometric shapes is on full display here. More than a visually satisfying photograph, 

the warped reflection of the stripes on the vehicle prompts a reconsideration of the relationship between the 

real world and the constructed one. 

JGK: Both you and Groff named your books after Florida. There are few states whose name alone connotes 

so much that you can use it as the title for a book. 

AS: There’s a very cohesive idea of Florida, right? It’s this insane clusterfuck of everything happening at 

once, and it's all extreme. And yet all of that adds up to this incredible natural beauty. Florida is a 

consequential place that decides a lot for the nation, and its residents have significant political and economic 

power. 

.  
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At the same time, the state is kind of going through a crisis of representation. It’s sold itself as this 

haven for retirees or tourists, but the lived reality is so far from that. There’s also this massive inward 

migration, coupled with an outward flow of people who can no longer afford to live here. The people 

who are moving here are often embarrassed to say they live in Florida because of everything the state 

connotes 

Car Reflection, Miami Beach, 2018 

So now there’s this question: Who’s now responsible for building up a narrative for the state? I think 

photography has a powerful role in creating collective memory, but it can also mythologize. That’s my goal 

— to think about the way I’m creating a narrative about the state, but also to shape a new idea of what it 

means to be a Floridian. 

Jonah Goldman Kay is a writer and editor who divides his time between London and New Orleans. 

Anastasia Samoylova is an American artist who moves between observational photography and studio 

practice. Her work explores notions of environmentalism, consumerism, and the picturesque. Recently, her 

work has been featured in exhibitions at The Photographers’ Gallery in London, Kunst Haus Wien in Austria, 

HistoryMiami Museum in Florida, and the Museum of Fine Arts, Le Locle, Switzerland. In 2022 Samoylova 

was shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation Prize, and her published monographs 

include Floridas (Steidl, 2022) and FloodZone (Steidl, 2019). 

Header Photo: New Condominiums, Bonita Springs, 2021. The condominiums in this city on Florida’s Gulf 

Coast spring out of a canopy of trees, artificial presences in the Everglades’ untouched landscape. 

Reminiscent of photographs of rapid development in South Asia, this work presents a utopian vision of living 

within nature while reminding us of the absurdity of the endeavor. 

https://bittersoutherner.com/feature/2022/florida-

gothic?utm_source=The%20Bitter%20News&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=8%2F9%20-

%20Tue%20%28Florida%20Gothic%29%20%28ReDfEk%29&_kx=b-

mVzBkmZ0lxLxrNUmc3Z2mgVG5IdzImhWoF9KB3wE8p_WveNa84cUhxOGfevPJb.VmuhCx 

  

https://bittersoutherner.com/feature/2022/florida-gothic?utm_source=The%20Bitter%20News&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=8%2F9%20-%20Tue%20%28Florida%20Gothic%29%20%28ReDfEk%29&_kx=b-mVzBkmZ0lxLxrNUmc3Z2mgVG5IdzImhWoF9KB3wE8p_WveNa84cUhxOGfevPJb.VmuhCx
https://bittersoutherner.com/feature/2022/florida-gothic?utm_source=The%20Bitter%20News&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=8%2F9%20-%20Tue%20%28Florida%20Gothic%29%20%28ReDfEk%29&_kx=b-mVzBkmZ0lxLxrNUmc3Z2mgVG5IdzImhWoF9KB3wE8p_WveNa84cUhxOGfevPJb.VmuhCx
https://bittersoutherner.com/feature/2022/florida-gothic?utm_source=The%20Bitter%20News&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=8%2F9%20-%20Tue%20%28Florida%20Gothic%29%20%28ReDfEk%29&_kx=b-mVzBkmZ0lxLxrNUmc3Z2mgVG5IdzImhWoF9KB3wE8p_WveNa84cUhxOGfevPJb.VmuhCx
https://bittersoutherner.com/feature/2022/florida-gothic?utm_source=The%20Bitter%20News&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=8%2F9%20-%20Tue%20%28Florida%20Gothic%29%20%28ReDfEk%29&_kx=b-mVzBkmZ0lxLxrNUmc3Z2mgVG5IdzImhWoF9KB3wE8p_WveNa84cUhxOGfevPJb.VmuhCx
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View image credit & caption 

Research News 

What is a pond? Study provides first data-driven definition 

Hundreds of millions or even billions of ponds exist globally 

What, exactly, distinguishes a pond from a lake or a wetland? A U.S. National Science Foundation-supported 

study co-led by Cornell University offers the first data-driven, functional definition of a pond and evidence of 

ponds' distinct ecological function, new findings that could have broad implications for science and policy. 

"The lack of a universal pond definition causes a lot of confusion, from people wondering about the 

difference between a pond and a lake, to aquatic monitoring programs with different definitions across 

governmental agencies, even up to accurately modeling global carbon budgets," said Meredith Holgerson, co-

first author of a paper on the subject published in Scientific Reports. 

https://beta.nsf.gov/news/what-pond-study-provides-first-data-driven-definition?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery#hero-credit-caption
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1638679&HistoricalAwards=false
https://beta.nsf.gov/now-leaving-9af3f5cea97ba70a5c8aff34cf?external_url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.cornell.edu%2Fstories%2F2022%2F07%2Fwhat-pond-study-provides-first-data-driven-definition&back_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeta.nsf.gov%2Fnews%2Fwhat-pond-study-provides-first-data-driven-definition%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dgovdelivery
https://beta.nsf.gov/now-leaving-9af3f5cea97ba70a5c8aff34cf?external_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs41598-022-14569-0&back_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeta.nsf.gov%2Fnews%2Fwhat-pond-study-provides-first-data-driven-definition%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dgovdelivery
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"We wanted to evaluate how scientists and policymakers define ponds and examine whether ponds are 

functionally distinct from lakes and wetlands," Holgerson said. Their conclusion: Ponds are small and shallow 

waterbodies, with a maximum surface area of 5 hectares (12.35 acres), a maximum depth of 5 meters (about 

5.5 yards) and less than 30% emergent vegetation. 

There are hundreds of millions or even billions of ponds globally -- more than 95% of the world's still 

waterbodies are small (under 10 hectares, or 25 acres) -- but the humble pond is understudied and has been 

largely left out of federal and state monitoring and protection programs. 

That's partly because their numbers make monitoring difficult but also because agencies fail to define them or 

distinguish them from lakes or wetlands. The neglect has implications for the accuracy of climate modeling, 

as ponds are high emitters of greenhouse gases, and their contribution to the global carbon budget is 

uncertain. 

Holgerson and her team examined how scientists defined "pond" in more than 500 relevant scientific papers, 

coding it for different descriptors, like surface area or depth, and whether the descriptions were qualitative or 

quantitative.    

"We found that there wasn't one definition that researchers all cited, and the definitions were often qualitative, 

describing a pond as 'small,' for example," Holgerson said. 

The researchers found that ponds are not the same as lakes or wetlands, however. Further examination of the 

literature revealed that ponds have distinct ecological structures and functions that make their categorization 

with either lakes or wetlands problematic. 

The distinct profile and characteristics of ponds means they shouldn't be held to the same monitoring 

standards as lakes or wetlands, Holgerson said. "For example, ponds may have naturally higher nutrient 

concentrations and higher methane fluxes. We may need to develop unique water quality standards for pond 

monitoring." 

More research is needed to hone the definition, particularly to better understand waterbodies at the boundaries 

between wetlands and ponds, and ponds and lakes. 

Research areas 
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Directorate for Biological Sciences (BIO) 

Division of Environmental Biology (BIO/DEB) 

 

https://beta.nsf.gov/news/what-pond-study-provides-first-data-driven-

definition?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery 

  

https://beta.nsf.gov/bio
https://beta.nsf.gov/bio/deb
https://beta.nsf.gov/news/what-pond-study-provides-first-data-driven-definition?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://beta.nsf.gov/news/what-pond-study-provides-first-data-driven-definition?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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The end of everything: 5 ways the universe could be destroyed 

By Michael Irving 

 

The universe could end in a myriad of ways 

VIEW GALLERY - 4 IMAGES 

Everything has to end eventually – but does that include the universe itself? And if so, how? And when? It 

might be hard to imagine a catastrophe big enough to affect the entirety of existence, but physicists do expect 

it all to end at some point – and it may come sooner than we think. Here are some of the leading hypotheses 

about how the universe could end, and when. 

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/physics/end-universe-destroyed-big-freeze-rip-crunch-slurp/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=6f3ddf7e01-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_07_22_07_32&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-6f3ddf7e01-92970593#gallery:1
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To figure out how the cosmos could come to a close, physicists look back to the beginning. About 13.8 billion 

years ago, space and time burst forth from an incredibly dense singularity, an event that’s come to be known 

as the Big Bang. The universe rapidly expanded from that point, with matter cooling and condensing into 

galaxies and all the stars and planets they contain. 

 

 

But the universe is still expanding, and doing so at an accelerating pace, thanks to a mysterious force that 

scientists call “dark energy.” As that name suggests, we know very little about how this force works or why 

it’s pushing everything away from everything else, but it has some pretty major implications for the ultimate 

fate of the universe. How it plays out depends on how you tweak the numbers in the models. 

 

The Big Freeze 

 

A diagram of the Big Bang, which would continue to expand forever in the Big Freeze model 

Depositphotos 

According to our best models of the evolution of the universe, the most likely scenario is what’s called the 

Big Freeze. If dark energy keeps accelerating the expansion of the universe forever – and calculations suggest 

that it will – then the cosmos is in for a slow death that’s drawn out for a googol years. That unfathomable 

number is a one followed by 100 zeroes. 

If you could watch a patch of sky in fast-forward over billions of years, the stars would start to turn red, then 

fade out completely. That’s because the expanding universe would stretch the wavelength of their light farther 

and farther towards the red end of the spectrum, before rendering them completely invisible to the eye. 

https://newatlas.com/physics/what-is-dark-energy-explained-accelerating-expansion-universe/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://depositphotos.com/
https://newatlas.com/vanishing-dark-matter/34587/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://newatlas.com/space/black-dwarf-supernovae-last-event-universe/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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Of course, even if you couldn’t see them, the distant stars and galaxies would still exist – at least for a few 

trillion years. But after a while, the expansion would dilute the dust and gas floating around in space, until 

there isn’t enough concentrated in any one region to fuel the birth of new stars. With no more being born, 

stars eventually become an endangered and then extinct species, as the last of them die off. 

So begins the universe’s “Degenerate Era,” about 100 trillion years from now. By this point, only white 

dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes exist, but these too will fade – white dwarfs and some neutron stars will 

slowly cool into invisible, inert black dwarfs, while other neutron stars will collapse into black holes. 

By the year 10 tredecillion (a one followed by 43 zeroes), there won’t be anything but black holes left. And 

even these aren’t eternal – as Stephen Hawking predicted, black holes slowly give off radiation until they 

eventually evaporate. 

After about 1 googol years, once all the black holes are gone too, the universe settles into its final age – the 

Dark Era. Light and matter are distant memories, and the remaining loose particles will live the loneliest 

possible existence, rarely having the chance to whizz within a light-year of each other, let alone interact. And 

nothing else will ever happen, for eternity. 

 

The Big Rip 

A similar scenario leads to a far more dramatic death, much sooner. In this model, dark energy doesn’t just 

accelerate the expansion of the universe at a steady pace, it accelerates exponentially, eventually tearing the 

very fabric of reality apart – an ending called the Big Rip. 

There’s a physical limit to the distance into space that we could ever see, even if you had the most powerful 

telescope possible. That limit is dictated by the speed of light – at a certain point, objects are too far away for 

their light to have had enough time to reach Earth. This region is called the observable universe. 

In the Big Rip model, the exponentially accelerating expansion pushes more and more objects beyond that 

boundary, meaning that the observable universe is constantly shrinking. Any two objects that are farther apart 

than this boundary allows can no longer influence each other through the fundamental forces, like gravity or 

electromagnetism. 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/jul/02/not-with-a-bang-but-with-a-big-rip-how-the-world-will-end
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As that distance shrinks, large scale structures of the universe will begin to crumble – as gravity’s influence 

shrinks, it won’t be able to hold galaxy clusters together, and they’ll start dissolving. Eventually the same will 

happen to the galaxies themselves, sending stars drifting off on their own. Later, the cosmic event horizon 

will shrink beyond the scale of an individual star system, meaning planets will no longer be bound to their 

orbits around stars. 

In the final few minutes of existence, that event horizon would shrink smaller than the scale of molecules, 

disrupting the forces that hold matter together, shredding stars, planets and everything on them. And finally, 

those loose atoms themselves would be ripped apart particle by particle. The last victim is the fabric of 

spacetime itself. 

The scientists who propose this model predict that, if it were to happen, the universe has about 22 billion 

years left to live. Thankfully though, other scientists believe that this scenario involves parameters that aren’t 

realistic, so is less likely to occur than some of the other ideas on this list. 

 

The Big Crunch 

 

A diagram comparing the possible trajectories of the universe's expansion, towards either a Big Freeze/Rip 

model (red) or a Big Crunch (yellow) 

Depositphotos 

Perhaps the universe will end in the exact opposite way – instead of expanding forever into nothingness, it 

changes course and collapses in on itself in a so-called Big Crunch. 

In the cosmic tug of war between gravity trying to pull everything together and dark energy trying to push it 

apart, scientists usually stack their chips in favor of dark energy, which would ultimately lead to a Big Freeze 

or Big Rip ending. But we can’t completely count gravity out of the running. 

https://depositphotos.com/
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If the density of matter in the universe is high enough, its gravity could overcome the expansion and trigger a 

contraction phase instead. Everything will begin to move towards everything else as the universe shrinks once 

again. Much like our current expansion phase, anyone alive at the time wouldn’t be directly affected – at least 

until near the end. 

Galaxy clusters would start to merge, then galaxies themselves, and eventually individual stars would collide 

more regularly. But the real trouble begins with the cosmic microwave background – the background 

radiation of the universe left over from the Big Bang. As its photons are shifted towards the blue end of the 

spectrum, this radiation heats up, until eventually it becomes hotter than stars. That means the stars can no 

longer radiate their heat outwards, and will continue to get hotter and hotter until they evaporate. 

In the last few minutes, the temperature of the universe would be so extremely hot that atoms themselves fall 

apart. Not that they’ll have long to worry about that, since they’ll be sucked into the black holes that are 

taking up an increasing percentage of the shrinking universe. 

Eventually, the entire contents of the universe will be crushed together into an impossibly tiny space – a 

singularity, like a reverse Big Bang. 

Different scientists give different estimates of when this contraction phase might begin. It could be billions of 

years away yet. Or, according to a recent study, it could be quite soon, cosmically speaking, as the universe 

reverses course about 100 million years from now. In that model, the contraction phase would take about a 

billion years before we return to that singularity. 

 

The Big Bounce 

But that might not be the end. A variation on the above hypothesis suggests that moments before the universe 

collapses into an infinitely dense singularity, it’s saved by quantum processes and reverses course once again, 

beginning a new period of expansion that’s effectively another Big Bang for a brand new universe. This 

model is known as the Big Bounce. 

While it might sound a little too convenient, proponents of the idea say that there is some precedent in the 

world of quantum physics – after all, as the universe shrinks towards a singularity, it becomes so small that 

quantum rules take over from the large-scale classical physics we’re familiar with. 

https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.2200539119
https://newatlas.com/big-bang-quantum-mechanics/44380/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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At that point, quantum tunneling can occur, where particles can overcome barriers that by all accounts they 

shouldn’t have enough energy to pass through. This drives processes like radioactive decay and, according to 

a recent study, could also allow a contracting universe to “escape” the fate of total collapse and begin 

expanding again. 

Intriguingly, support for the Big Bounce arises out of another theory called loop quantum gravity, which was 

created as a way to explain gravity in terms of quantum mechanics. 

The fun implication of the Big Bounce hypothesis is that we might be in the middle of a never-ending chain 

of universes being created and destroyed. 

 

The Big Slurp 

 

In the Big Slurp model, a bubble of false vacuum decay would expand through the cosmos, engulfing 

everything 

Depositphotos 

The final doomsday scenario on this list is perhaps the most unsettling, because it could already be barreling 

down on us and we wouldn’t know until it hit. It’s called a false vacuum decay, or more colloquially the Big 

Slurp. 

It’s a law of physics that a system will naturally try to become stable. To do so it moves from a state of high 

energy to one with lower energy, until it stabilizes into its lowest possible energy state. For quantum fields, 

this is known as its vacuum state. 

It’s thought that all known quantum fields are in their stable vacuum states – except for one: the Higgs field. It 

seems to be in a false vacuum state, which means that it currently appears stable but is predicted to not be in 

its lowest energy state. 

https://newatlas.com/big-bounce-mathematical-model/44248/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://depositphotos.com/
https://medium.com/predict/our-unstable-universe-why-the-false-vacuum-could-be-our-end-82ee4a668bd4
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But that could change without warning. Literally any second, the Higgs field could suddenly slip into a lower 

energy state, taking out a huge chunk (if not all) of the universe in the process. 

All it would take is for one tiny point in space to collapse into this lower energy state, which would send a 

bubble of vacuum decay expanding outwards at the speed of light. Moving that fast, we couldn’t even see it 

coming until the wall of that bubble slammed into Earth. 

What happens once we’re inside this bubble? No one’s really sure, but it will probably rewrite the laws of 

nature. There’s a chance that life might be possible under these new physics – but the universe could be so 

completely different that we can’t even imagine it. Worst case scenario, all matter is destroyed. 

If there’s good news to be found, it’s that there’s a lot of uncertainty to the idea. Some models predict that 

false vacuum decay isn’t likely to occur for many billions of years yet, or that it’s impossible altogether. 

Others suggest that it should have happened by now, indicating our current universe might actually be the 

strange new physics inside the bubble. 

The Higgs field could also be more stable than we give it credit for. It was, after all, only confirmed relatively 

recently with the discovery of the Higgs boson, so there’s still plenty left to learn through further study. 

Or maybe the false vacuum bubble has just swallowed the Sun and will be here in eight minutes. 

VIEW GALLERY - 4 IMAGES 

We recommend 

1. Everything happens for a reason 

Meetings, 2017 

2. Everything happens for a reason 

https://newatlas.com/physics/higgs-boson-explainer-primer-10th-anniversary/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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South African Health Review 

3. Roy William Lamb 

Marion Lamb, The BMJ: Research, 2020 

1. The formative cause. Chapter 12 

H.A. Wessels, South African Health Review 

2. End-to-end solutions - Imperial Logistics 

South African Health Review, 2015 

3. Building a dream team 

Robyn Joubert, The Dairy Mail, 2017 

PHYSICSUNIVERSECOSMOLOGYGALAXYDARK ENERGYMATTERVACUUMBIG BANG 
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Michael Irving 

Michael has always been fascinated by space, technology, dinosaurs, and the weirder mysteries of the 

universe. With a Bachelor of Arts in Professional Writing and several years experience under his belt, he 

joined New Atlas as a staff writer in 2016. 

https://newatlas.com/physics/end-universe-destroyed-big-freeze-rip-crunch-

slurp/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=6f3ddf7e01-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_07_22_07_32&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-6f3ddf7e01-

92970593 
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VIA GROVE PRESS 

Rabih Alameddine on Only Writing When You Have Something to Say 

Or, an Ode to Re-Reading Books and Being a Lazy Bum 

By Literary Hub 

Rabih Alameddine’s The Wrong End of the Telescope is out now in paperback from Grove Atlantic, so we 

asked him about writer’s block, the best books to re-read, and procrastinating. 

* 

How do you tackle writer’s block? 

I don’t, nor do I wish to anymore. Not unless I have an external deadline, which I rarely do these days. I’m 

old now, a bit tired (probably even tiresome). I keep thinking who said I must write every day, or that I should 

produce X amount of books. Writer’s block seems to me like such a masculine concept. You must write, you 

must produce, you must work hard or else. Get an enema, please. 

https://groveatlantic.com/book/the-wrong-end-of-the-telescope/
https://lithub.com/author/literary-hub/
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If I can’t write, it’s usually because I don’t have anything to say, be it for one day or for six months. Since I 

started writing, I’ve had numerous writing droughts, some lasted for longer than a year. I used to feel so much 

pain when I wasn’t writing. I no longer do, at least not often. At times, I revert to “Oh my god, I’m not 

writing. I’m such a loser,” but then I remind myself that I’m a loser anyway. When I have something to say, I 

write. Otherwise, I don’t. 

It took me a long time to understand that not writing is to writing what night is to day, what forgetting is to 

remembering. They go hand in hand, intertwine. 

The thing is I do write, I do produce, and I work really, really hard. And sometimes I don’t. I try not to feel 

guilty about either. 

Who do you most wish would read your book? (Your boss, your childhood bully, etc.) 

Fuck childhood bullies! 

The one I most wish to read my novel is a close friend who has been unable to read books ever since her 

husband committed suicide. She can’t concentrate. She had always been a voracious reader. That came to a 

halt. I love her dearly, and I feel that if she’s able to read my last novel, it would mean that she’s on the road 

to feeling herself again. 

What was the first book you fell in love with? 

I have many answers to that one depending on what we mean by “book.” The first literary novel I fell in love 

with was Naipaul’s amazing A House for Mr. Biswas at sixteen. But the first novel was Harold Robbins’s The 

Carpetbaggers at thirteen (best novel for masturbating while pretending to read “a great story, really” ever!). 

But my first love was earlier, when I was four, maybe five. I was with my father at the airport’s waiting room 

before boarding a flight from Kuwait City to Beirut. At the kiosk, I saw my first clothbound collection of 

Superman comics in Arabic. I was a voracious reader of comics then, probably more looking at them than 

reading. I remember the salesman telling me the price was three whole dinars. I ran to my father asking if he 

could buy the volume for me. He suggested that was too much money. I asked him how much money he 

made. I remember him being so surprised. I asked if he made $1,000 dinars a month, which was the biggest 

number I could even conceive of. I remember him telling me he did while beginning to smile. And I struck 

him with my coup de grace. I asked him if he made $1,000 dinars, couldn’t he spare just three dinars for me. 

He broke out laughing, handed me three dinars, and I received my treasure, which I treasured for years until 

one day during the civil war, some militia broke into our house in Lebanon while we were away. I hope some 

other kid loved it as much as I. 

https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780375707162
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Which book(s) do you reread? 

I’m a reader who loves rereading just as much or more than reading. I have reread almost every book I loved. 

The first time, I read for the pleasure of discovering something new. The second time, to see what I’ve missed 

(the more I love the book, the more likely I missed quite a bit because I was so taken by the story). The third 

time is when I reread to try to understand how a book comes together. Sometimes, if I haven’t read a book in 

ten years, I will reread it because I would’ve forgotten everything in it! 

Let’s make a list of the books I have read more than three times. I’m putting up a long list, in no particular 

order, hoping to entice some of you to pick up some of my favorite books. 

Vladimir Nabokov, Pale Fire 

Vladimir Nabokov, Lolita 

Antonio Muñoz Molina, Sepharad 

Olga Tokarczuk, Flights 

Italo Calvino, If on a Winter’s Night a Traveler 

Fernando Pessoa, The Book of Disquiet 

Aleksandar Hemon, The Lazarus Project 

Patrick White, The Twyborn Affair 

Marguerite Duras, The Lovers 

Marguerite Yourcenar, Memoirs of Hadrian 

W.G. Sebald, The Emigrants 

Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina 

Claudio Magris, Microcosms 

Zoe Wicomb, David’s Story 

Imre Kertész, Fatelessness 

Javier Mariás, Tomorrow in the Battle Think on Me 

Salman Rushdie, Midnight’s Children 

V.S. Naipaul, A House for Mr. Biswas 

V.S. Naipaul, A Bend in the River 

James Joyce, Dubliners 

J.M. Coetzee, Waiting for the Barbarians 

Zbigniew Herbert, Mr. Cogito 

I’m sure I’ve forgotten some, and then others, like Toni Morrison’s Beloved or Faulkner’s The Sound and the 

Fury, I’m not exactly sure how many times I’ve read—at least twice, maybe more, but I know that I haven’t 

in a long while. 

If you weren’t a writer, what would you do instead? What is your favorite way to procrastinate when 

you are meant to be writing? 

I’d be a lazy bum, obviously. I’m just a lazy bum who happens to write. I was born to lazy bum. I’ve set up 

my life to lazy bum as much as I can. Lazy bumming is my superpower. I can spend hours surfing the internet 

https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780679723424
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780679723165
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780156034746
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780525534204
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780156439619
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780811226936
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9781594483752
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780375700521
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780374529260
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780811226141
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780198748847
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9781784871307
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9781558613980
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9781400078639
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780307950758
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780812976533
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780375707162
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780679722021
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780140186475
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780143116929
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9781400033416
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780679732242
https://bookshop.org/a/40/9780679732242
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for no discernible reason. I watch Arsenal games religiously and spend at least one hour a day reading soccer 

news. Hell, I can watch soccer games from the Malaysian league, the Iraqi league, whatever game is on 

television or online. I can binge-watch bad television shows without remembering anything from them. I can 

spend a day reading the best books or the worst books, but don’t make me get off my butt. The only thing that 

would get me to move is having to get a quart of ice cream (I have been known to ride my bike to the store if 

I’m out of ice cream). 

I’ve gotten to the stage of lazy bumming that before I agree to go on a date or have sex, I first decide whether 

this man is worth jumping in the shower for. I have a shower-worthy rating system. Tom Hardy, for example, 

is a 5/5, which means that if Tom wanted to have sex with me, I’d quickly jump in the shower. (Yoo-hoo, 

Tom, if you’re reading this, hit me up.) 

 

The Wrong End of the Telescope by Rabih Alameddine is available in paperback from Grove Press 

https://lithub.com/rabih-alameddine-on-only-writing-when-you-have-something-to-say/ 

  

https://groveatlantic.com/book/the-wrong-end-of-the-telescope/
https://groveatlantic.com/book/the-wrong-end-of-the-telescope/
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Trees at Night: Rebecca Solnit Reads and Reflects on a Stunning Century-Old Poem by the Young 

Harlem Renaissance Poet Helene Johnson 

An eighteen-year-old prodigy’s song of praise for the eternal consolation of trees. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1558492569/braipick-20
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It’s a hard thing, achieving perspective — hard for the human animal, pinned as we each are to the 

dust-mote of spacetime we’ve been allotted, not one of us having chosen where or when to be born, not 

one of us — not even the most fortunate — destined to live for more than a blink of evolutionary time. 

It is no wonder, then, that our lens so easily contracts to a pinhole through which the fleeting frights 

and urgencies of the present stream in to fill the chamber of our complex consciousness with blinding 

totality. 

Remembering that we only have approximately four thousand weeks helps. Taking the telescopic 

perspective helps. Trees, especially, help — for they remedy our loss of perspective as Earth’s own 

telescopes of time and mortality, each of them a perpetual death and yet potentially immortal, each a 

clockwork portal to the past, each “a little bit of the future,” as Wangari Maathai exulted in her Nobel 

Peace Prize acceptance speech a blink before she became compost for future forests. 

Charles Babbage, while dreaming up the world’s first computer with Ada Lovelace, marveled at how 

tree rings encode information about the past — living logs as precise as digital data, as primal as the 

human heartbeat: 

Every shower that falls, every change of temperature that occurs, and every wind that blows, leaves on 

the vegetable world the traces of its passage; slight, indeed, and imperceptible, perhaps, to us, but not 

the less permanently recorded in the depths of those woody fabrics. 

It is also no wonder, then, that we see ourselves so readily in trees — not only in the easy (and therefore 

limited) anthropomorphic sense of Western fairy tales and Eastern folk myths that have accompanied 

our civilization, but in the deeper, more poetic sense that reveals us to ourselves as imaginative 

creatures animated by a restless yearning to reconcile the ephemeral and the eternal. This is the sense 

William Blake captured in his most beautiful letter: 

The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the eyes of others only a green thing which stands in the 

way. As a man is, so he sees. 

This is also the sense the young Harlem Renaissance poet Helene Johnson (July 7, 1906–July 7, 1995) 

captured a century and a half after Blake, in a spare and stunning poem written when she was only 

eighteen: “Trees at Night,” first published in 1925 — just as the high school dropout turned artist and 

activist Art Young’s beloved graphic series by the same title began appearing in the Saturday Evening 

Post, Collier’s, and LIFE, most likely inspiring the young Johnson, whose precocious erudition and 

literary taste must have feasted on the era’s most popular magazines. 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/02/18/achieving-perspective/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/12/20/four-thousand-weeks-oliver-burkeman/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/12/21/reflection/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/12/21/reflection/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2020/10/21/turing-natural-wonders/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/09/03/old-growth-orion/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/04/07/peattie-giant-sequoia/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/04/07/peattie-giant-sequoia/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/06/04/wangari-maathai-the-woman-who-planted-millions-of-trees/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/06/15/the-thrilling-adventures-of-lovelace-and-babbage-sydney-padua/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/02/29/arthur-rackham-brothers-grimm/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2011/09/20/the-night-life-of-trees-tara-books/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/07/14/william-blake-john-trusler-letter/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
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Winter Moon at Toyamagahara, 1931 — one of Japanese artist Hasui Kawase’s stunning vintage 

woodblocks of trees. (Available as a print, benefitting The Nature Conservancy.) 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/03/22/hasui-kawase-prints/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/03/22/hasui-kawase-prints/
https://society6.com/product/winter-moon-at-toyamagahara-by-hasui-kawase-1931_print?sku=s6-19564919p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/winter-moon-at-toyamagahara-by-hasui-kawase-1931_print?sku=s6-19564919p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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Art by Art Young from his 1920s series Trees at Night. (Available as a print, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy. 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/archangel-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/archangel-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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Johnson’s poem originally appeared in the May edition of the National Urban League’s Opportunity: A 

Journal of Negro Life, when a year later, not yet twenty, she won First Honorable Mention in the 

journal’s literary contest, judged by James Weldon Johnson and Robert Frost. “Trees at Night,” along 

with all of her surviving poems and a wealth of letters, was later included in the wonderful posthumous 

volume This Waiting for Love: Helene Johnson, Poet of the Harlem Renaissance (public library) by 

African American literature professor Verner D. Mitchell. 

Although she published poetry for less than a decade — a common talent-corseting reality of marriage 

for women a mere century ago, radiating from the title of Johnson’s last published poem, at age twenty-

nine: “Let Me Sing My Song” — she lived a long life, dying on her eighty-eighth birthday, having 

witnessed the triumph of the suffrage movement and the civilizational defeat of two World Wars, the 

horror of the Holocaust and the hard-won hope of Civil Rights, the discovery of the double helix and 

the retroviral genocide of AIDS, the dehumanizing agony of the atomic bomb and the first human 

footfall on the Moon. Hers was a true saeculum — that beautiful Etruscan word I learned from 

Rebecca Solnit, denoting the period of time since the birth of the oldest living elder in the community. 

Naturally, it was Rebecca I invited to read “Trees at Night” at the 2022 Universe in Verse. (A free 

“retrostream” of the full show is available worldwide between 12PM EST on May 21 and 4PM EST on 

May 22). Being one of the most devoted climate thinkers and activists of our time, she prefaced her 

reading with a soaring meditation on trees as an antidote to the erasures of human history and a moral 

compass for our planetary future — the kind of extemporaneous prose poem that can sprout from the 

lushest minds, next to which Johnson’s lyric loveliness rises even more majestic: 

TREES AT NIGHT 

by Helene Johnson 

Slim Sentinels 

Stretching lacy arms 

About a slumbrous moon; 

Black quivering 

Silhouettes, 

Tremulous, 

Stencilled on the petal 

Of a bluebell; 

Ink sputtered 

On a robin’s breast; 

The jagged rent 

Of mountains 

Reflected in a 

Stilly sleeping lake; 

Fragile pinnacles 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1558492569/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/this-waiting-for-love-helene-johnson-poet-of-the-harlem-renaissance/oclc/144521394&referer=brief_results
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/02/09/rebecca-solnit-trees/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/02/09/rebecca-solnit-trees/
https://www.themarginalian.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.nottoolateclimate.com/
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Of fairy castles; 

Torn webs of shadows; 

And 

Printed ’gainst the sky — 

The trembling beauty 

Of an urgent pine. 

Complement with Ursula K. Le Guin’s love-poem to trees as a lens on life and death, then step into 

Rebecca’s inspiriting new project, Not Too Late — a welcoming portal into the climate movement for 

newcomers and an arsenal of reinvigoration “for people who are already engaged but weary.” 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/05/20/trees-at-night-helene-johnson-rebecca-

solnit/?mc_cid=7189011708&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/10/20/ursula-k-le-guin-kinship-poem/
https://www.nottoolateclimate.com/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/05/20/trees-at-night-helene-johnson-rebecca-solnit/?mc_cid=7189011708&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/05/20/trees-at-night-helene-johnson-rebecca-solnit/?mc_cid=7189011708&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Mellonta Tauta 

by Edgar Allan Poe 

 

TO THE EDITORS OF THE LADY'S BOOK: 

I have the honor of sending you, for your magazine, an article which I hope you will be able to 

comprehend rather more distinctly than I do myself. It is a translation, by my friend, Martin Van 

Buren Mavis, (sometimes called the "Toughkeepsie Seer") of an odd-looking MS. which I found, about 

a year ago, tightly corked up in a jug floating in the Mare Tenebrarum—a sea well described by the 

Nubian geographer, but seldom visited now-a-days, except for the transcendentalists and divers for 

crotchets. 

Truly yours, 

EDGAR A. POE 

ON BOARD BALLOON "SKYLARK" 

April, 1, 2848 

NOW, my dear friend—now, for your sins, you are to suffer the infliction of a long gossiping letter. I 

tell you distinctly that I am going to punish you for all your impertinences by being as tedious, as 

discursive, as incoherent and as unsatisfactory as possible. Besides, here I am, cooped up in a dirty 

balloon, with some one or two hundred of the canaille, all bound on a pleasure excursion, (what a funny 

idea some people have of pleasure!) and I have no prospect of touching terra firma for a month at least. 

Nobody to talk to. Nothing to do. When one has nothing to do, then is the time to correspond with ones 

friends. You perceive, then, why it is that I write you this letter—it is on account of my ennui and your 

sins. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edgar-allan-poe
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Get ready your spectacles and make up your mind to be annoyed. I mean to write at you every day 

during this odious voyage. 

Heigho! when will any Invention visit the human pericranium? Are we forever to be doomed to the 

thousand inconveniences of the balloon? Will nobody contrive a more expeditious mode of progress? 

The jog-trot movement, to my thinking, is little less than positive torture. Upon my word we have not 

made more than a hundred miles the hour since leaving home! The very birds beat us—at least some of 

them. I assure you that I do not exaggerate at all. Our motion, no doubt, seems slower than it actually 

is—this on account of our having no objects about us by which to estimate our velocity, and on account 

of our going with the wind. To be sure, whenever we meet a balloon we have a chance of perceiving our 

rate, and then, I admit, things do not appear so very bad. Accustomed as I am to this mode of 

travelling, I cannot get over a kind of giddiness whenever a balloon passes us in a current directly 

overhead. It always seems to me like an immense bird of prey about to pounce upon us and carry us off 

in its claws. One went over us this morning about sunrise, and so nearly overhead that its drag-rope 

actually brushed the network suspending our car, and caused us very serious apprehension. Our 

captain said that if the material of the bag had been the trumpery varnished "silk" of five hundred or a 

thousand years ago, we should inevitably have been damaged. This silk, as he explained it to me, was a 

fabric composed of the entrails of a species of earth-worm. The worm was carefully fed on 

mulberries—kind of fruit resembling a water-melon—and, when sufficiently fat, was crushed in a mill. 

The paste thus arising was called papyrus in its primary state, and went through a variety of processes 

until it finally became "silk." Singular to relate, it was once much admired as an article of female dress! 

Balloons were also very generally constructed from it. A better kind of material, it appears, was 

subsequently found in the down surrounding the seed-vessels of a plant vulgarly called euphorbium, 

and at that time botanically termed milk-weed. This latter kind of silk was designated as silk-

buckingham, on account of its superior durability, and was usually prepared for use by being 

varnished with a solution of gum caoutchouc—a substance which in some respects must have 

resembled the gutta percha now in common use. This caoutchouc was occasionally called Indian rubber 

or rubber of twist, and was no doubt one of the numerous fungi. Never tell me again that I am not at 

heart an antiquarian. 

Talking of drag-ropes—our own, it seems, has this moment knocked a man overboard from one of the 

small magnetic propellers that swarm in ocean below us—a boat of about six thousand tons, and, from 

all accounts, shamefully crowded. These diminutive barques should be prohibited from carrying more 

than a definite number of passengers. The man, of course, was not permitted to get on board again, and 

was soon out of sight, he and his life-preserver. I rejoice, my dear friend, that we live in an age so 

enlightened that no such a thing as an individual is supposed to exist. It is the mass for which the true 

Humanity cares. By-the-by, talking of Humanity, do you know that our immortal Wiggins is not so 

original in his views of the Social Condition and so forth, as his contemporaries are inclined to suppose? 

Pundit assures me that the same ideas were put nearly in the same way, about a thousand years ago, by 

an Irish philosopher called Furrier, on account of his keeping a retail shop for cat peltries and other 

furs. Pundit knows, you know; there can be no mistake about it. How very wonderfully do we see 

verified every day, the profound observation of the Hindoo Aries Tottle (as quoted by Pundit)—"Thus 

must we say that, not once or twice, or a few times, but with almost infinite repetitions, the same 

opinions come round in a circle among men." 
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April 2.—Spoke to-day the magnetic cutter in charge of the middle section of floating telegraph wires. I 

learn that when this species of telegraph was first put into operation by Horse, it was considered quite 

impossible to convey the wires over sea, but now we are at a loss to comprehend where the difficulty 

lay! So wags the world. Tempora mutantur—excuse me for quoting the Etruscan. What would we do 

without the Atalantic telegraph? (Pundit says Atlantic was the ancient adjective.) We lay to a few 

minutes to ask the cutter some questions, and learned, among other glorious news, that civil war is 

raging in Africa, while the plague is doing its good work beautifully both in Yurope and Ayesher. Is it 

not truly remarkable that, before the magnificent light shed upon philosophy by Humanity, the world 

was accustomed to regard War and Pestilence as calamities? Do you know that prayers were actually 

offered up in the ancient temples to the end that these evils (!) might not be visited upon mankind? Is it 

not really difficult to comprehend upon what principle of interest our forefathers acted? Were they so 

blind as not to perceive that the destruction of a myriad of individuals is only so much positive 

advantage to the mass! 

April 3.—It is really a very fine amusement to ascend the rope-ladder leading to the summit of the 

balloon-bag, and thence survey the surrounding world. From the car below you know the prospect is 

not so comprehensive—you can see little vertically. But seated here (where I write this) in the 

luxuriously-cushioned open piazza of the summit, one can see everything that is going on in all 

directions. Just now there is quite a crowd of balloons in sight, and they present a very animated 

appearance, while the air is resonant with the hum of so many millions of human voices. I have heard it 

asserted that when Yellow or (Pundit will have it) Violet, who is supposed to have been the first 

aeronaut, maintained the practicability of traversing the atmosphere in all directions, by merely 

ascending or descending until a favorable current was attained, he was scarcely hearkened to at all by 

his contemporaries, who looked upon him as merely an ingenious sort of madman, because the 

philosophers (?) of the day declared the thing impossible. Really now it does seem to me quite 

unaccountable how any thing so obviously feasible could have escaped the sagacity of the ancient 

savans. But in all ages the great obstacles to advancement in Art have been opposed by the so-called 

men of science. To be sure, our men of science are not quite so bigoted as those of old:—oh, I have 

something so queer to tell you on this topic. Do you know that it is not more than a thousand years ago 

since the metaphysicians consented to relieve the people of the singular fancy that there existed but two 

possible roads for the attainment of Truth! Believe it if you can! It appears that long, long ago, in the 

night of Time, there lived a Turkish philosopher (or Hindoo possibly) called Aries Tottle. This person 

introduced, or at all events propagated what was termed the deductive or a priori mode of 

investigation. He started with what he maintained to be axioms or "self-evident truths," and thence 

proceeded "logically" to results. His greatest disciples were one Neuclid, and one Cant. Well, Aries 

Tottle flourished supreme until advent of one Hog, surnamed the "Ettrick Shepherd," who preached 

an entirely different system, which he called the a posteriori or inductive. His plan referred altogether 

to Sensation. He proceeded by observing, analyzing, and classifying facts-instantiae naturae, as they 

were affectedly called—into general laws. Aries Tottle's mode, in a word, was based on noumena; Hog's 

on phenomena. Well, so great was the admiration excited by this latter system that, at its first 

introduction, Aries Tottle fell into disrepute; but finally he recovered ground and was permitted to 

divide the realm of Truth with his more modern rival. The savans now maintained the Aristotelian and 

Baconian roads were the sole possible avenues to knowledge. "Baconian," you must know, was an 

adjective invented as equivalent to Hog-ian and more euphonious and dignified. 
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Now, my dear friend, I do assure you, most positively, that I represent this matter fairly, on the 

soundest authority and you can easily understand how a notion so absurd on its very face must have 

operated to retard the progress of all true knowledge—which makes its advances almost invariably by 

intuitive bounds. The ancient idea confined investigations to crawling; and for hundreds of years so 

great was the infatuation about Hog especially, that a virtual end was put to all thinking, properly so 

called. No man dared utter a truth to which he felt himself indebted to his Soul alone. It mattered not 

whether the truth was even demonstrably a truth, for the bullet-headed savans of the time regarded 

only the road by which he had attained it. They would not even look at the end. "Let us see the means," 

they cried, "the means!" If, upon investigation of the means, it was found to come under neither the 

category Aries (that is to say Ram) nor under the category Hog, why then the savans went no farther, 

but pronounced the "theorist" a fool, and would have nothing to do with him or his truth. 

Now, it cannot be maintained, even, that by the crawling system the greatest amount of truth would be 

attained in any long series of ages, for the repression of imagination was an evil not to be compensated 

for by any superior certainty in the ancient modes of investigation. The error of these Jurmains, these 

Vrinch, these Inglitch, and these Amriccans (the latter, by the way, were our own immediate 

progenitors), was an error quite analogous with that of the wiseacre who fancies that he must 

necessarily see an object the better the more closely he holds it to his eyes. These people blinded 

themselves by details. When they proceeded Hoggishly, their "facts" were by no means always facts—a 

matter of little consequence had it not been for assuming that they were facts and must be facts because 

they appeared to be such. When they proceeded on the path of the Ram, their course was scarcely as 

straight as a ram's horn, for they never had an axiom which was an axiom at all. They must have been 

very blind not to see this, even in their own day; for even in their own day many of the long 

"established" axioms had been rejected. For example—"Ex nihilo nihil fit"; "a body cannot act where 

it is not"; "there cannot exist antipodes"; "darkness cannot come out of light"—all these, and a dozen 

other similar propositions, formerly admitted without hesitation as axioms, were, even at the period of 

which I speak, seen to be untenable. How absurd in these people, then, to persist in putting faith in 

"axioms" as immutable bases of Truth! But even out of the mouths of their soundest reasoners it is easy 

to demonstrate the futility, the impalpability of their axioms in general. Who was the soundest of their 

logicians? Let me see! I will go and ask Pundit and be back in a minute.... Ah, here we have it! Here is a 

book written nearly a thousand years ago and lately translated from the Inglitch—which, by the way, 

appears to have been the rudiment of the Amriccan. Pundit says it is decidedly the cleverest ancient 

work on its topic, Logic. The author (who was much thought of in his day) was one Miller, or Mill; and 

we find it recorded of him, as a point of some importance, that he had a mill-horse called Bentham. But 

let us glance at the treatise! 

Ah!—"Ability or inability to conceive," says Mr. Mill, very properly, "is in no case to be received as a 

criterion of axiomatic truth." What modern in his senses would ever think of disputing this truism? 

The only wonder with us must be, how it happened that Mr. Mill conceived it necessary even to hint at 

any thing so obvious. So far good—but let us turn over another paper. What have we here?—

"Contradictories cannot both be true—that is, cannot co-exist in nature." Here Mr. Mill means, for 

example, that a tree must be either a tree or not a tree—that it cannot be at the same time a tree and 

not a tree. Very well; but I ask him why. His reply is this—and never pretends to be any thing else than 

this—"Because it is impossible to conceive that contradictories can both be true." But this is no answer 
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at all, by his own showing, for has he not just admitted as a truism that "ability or inability to conceive 

is in no case to be received as a criterion of axiomatic truth." 

Now I do not complain of these ancients so much because their logic is, by their own showing, utterly 

baseless, worthless and fantastic altogether, as because of their pompous and imbecile proscription of 

all other roads of Truth, of all other means for its attainment than the two preposterous paths—the one 

of creeping and the one of crawling—to which they have dared to confine the Soul that loves nothing so 

well as to soar. 

By the by, my dear friend, do you not think it would have puzzled these ancient dogmaticians to have 

determined by which of their two roads it was that the most important and most sublime of all their 

truths was, in effect, attained? I mean the truth of Gravitation. Newton owed it to Kepler. Kepler 

admitted that his three laws were guessed at—these three laws of all laws which led the great Inglitch 

mathematician to his principle, the basis of all physical principle—to go behind which we must enter 

the Kingdom of Metaphysics. Kepler guessed—that is to say imagined. He was essentially a 

"theorist"—that word now of so much sanctity, formerly an epithet of contempt. Would it not have 

puzzled these old moles too, to have explained by which of the two "roads" a cryptographist unriddles 

a cryptograph of more than usual secrecy, or by which of the two roads Champollion directed mankind 

to those enduring and almost innumerable truths which resulted from his deciphering the 

Hieroglyphics. 

One word more on this topic and I will be done boring you. Is it not passing strange that, with their 

eternal prattling about roads to Truth, these bigoted people missed what we now so clearly perceive to 

be the great highway—that of Consistency? Does it not seem singular how they should have failed to 

deduce from the works of God the vital fact that a perfect consistency must be an absolute truth! How 

plain has been our progress since the late announcement of this proposition! Investigation has been 

taken out of the hands of the ground-moles and given, as a task, to the true and only true thinkers, the 

men of ardent imagination. These latter theorize. Can you not fancy the shout of scorn with which my 

words would be received by our progenitors were it possible for them to be now looking over my 

shoulder? These men, I say, theorize; and their theories are simply corrected, reduced, systematized—

cleared, little by little, of their dross of inconsistency—until, finally, a perfect consistency stands 

apparent which even the most stolid admit, because it is a consistency, to be an absolute and an 

unquestionable truth. 

April 4.—The new gas is doing wonders, in conjunction with the new improvement with gutta percha. 

How very safe, commodious, manageable, and in every respect convenient are our modern balloons! 

Here is an immense one approaching us at the rate of at least a hundred and fifty miles an hour. It 

seems to be crowded with people- perhaps there are three or four hundred passengers—and yet it soars 

to an elevation of nearly a mile, looking down upon poor us with sovereign contempt. Still a hundred or 

even two hundred miles an hour is slow travelling after all. Do you remember our flight on the railroad 

across the Kanadaw continent?—fully three hundred miles the hour—that was travelling. Nothing to 
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be seen though—nothing to be done but flirt, feast and dance in the magnificent saloons. Do you 

remember what an odd sensation was experienced when, by chance, we caught a glimpse of external 

objects while the cars were in full flight? Every thing seemed unique—in one mass. For my part, I 

cannot say but that I preferred the travelling by the slow train of a hundred miles the hour. Here we 

were permitted to have glass windows—even to have them open—and something like a distinct view of 

the country was attainable.... Pundit says that the route for the great Kanadaw railroad must have been 

in some measure marked out about nine hundred years ago! In fact, he goes so far as to assert that 

actual traces of a road are still discernible—traces referable to a period quite as remote as that 

mentioned. The track, it appears was double only; ours, you know, has twelve paths; and three or four 

new ones are in preparation. The ancient rails were very slight, and placed so close together as to be, 

according to modern notions, quite frivolous, if not dangerous in the extreme. The present width of 

track—fifty feet—is considered, indeed, scarcely secure enough. For my part, I make no doubt that a 

track of some sort must have existed in very remote times, as Pundit asserts; for nothing can be clearer, 

to my mind, than that, at some period—not less than seven centuries ago, certainly—the Northern and 

Southern Kanadaw continents were united; the Kanawdians, then, would have been driven, by 

necessity, to a great railroad across the continent. 

April 5.—I am almost devoured by ennui. Pundit is the only conversible person on board; and he, poor 

soul! can speak of nothing but antiquities. He has been occupied all the day in the attempt to convince 

me that the ancient Amriccans governed themselves!—did ever anybody hear of such an absurdity?—

that they existed in a sort of every-man-for-himself confederacy, after the fashion of the "prairie dogs" 

that we read of in fable. He says that they started with the queerest idea conceivable, viz: that all men 

are born free and equal—this in the very teeth of the laws of gradation so visibly impressed upon all 

things both in the moral and physical universe. Every man "voted," as they called it—that is to say 

meddled with public affairs—until at length, it was discovered that what is everybody's business is 

nobody's, and that the "Republic" (so the absurd thing was called) was without a government at all. It 

is related, however, that the first circumstance which disturbed, very particularly, the self-complacency 

of the philosophers who constructed this "Republic," was the startling discovery that universal suffrage 

gave opportunity for fraudulent schemes, by means of which any desired number of votes might at any 

time be polled, without the possibility of prevention or even detection, by any party which should be 

merely villainous enough not to be ashamed of the fraud. A little reflection upon this discovery sufficed 

to render evident the consequences, which were that rascality must predominate—in a word, that a 

republican government could never be any thing but a rascally one. While the philosophers, however, 

were busied in blushing at their stupidity in not having foreseen these inevitable evils, and intent upon 

the invention of new theories, the matter was put to an abrupt issue by a fellow of the name of Mob, 

who took every thing into his own hands and set up a despotism, in comparison with which those of the 

fabulous Zeros and Hellofagabaluses were respectable and delectable. This Mob (a foreigner, by-the-

by), is said to have been the most odious of all men that ever encumbered the earth. He was a giant in 

stature—insolent, rapacious, filthy, had the gall of a bullock with the heart of a hyena and the brains of 

a peacock. He died, at length, by dint of his own energies, which exhausted him. Nevertheless, he had 

his uses, as every thing has, however vile, and taught mankind a lesson which to this day it is in no 

danger of forgetting—never to run directly contrary to the natural analogies. As for Republicanism, no 

analogy could be found for it upon the face of the earth—unless we except the case of the "prairie 

dogs," an exception which seems to demonstrate, if anything, that democracy is a very admirable form 

of government—for dogs. 
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April 6.—Last night had a fine view of Alpha Lyrae, whose disk, through our captain's spy-glass, 

subtends an angle of half a degree, looking very much as our sun does to the naked eye on a misty day. 

Alpha Lyrae, although so very much larger than our sun, by the by, resembles him closely as regards 

its spots, its atmosphere, and in many other particulars. It is only within the last century, Pundit tells 

me, that the binary relation existing between these two orbs began even to be suspected. The evident 

motion of our system in the heavens was (strange to say!) referred to an orbit about a prodigious star in 

the centre of the galaxy. About this star, or at all events about a centre of gravity common to all the 

globes of the Milky Way and supposed to be near Alcyone in the Pleiades, every one of these globes was 

declared to be revolving, our own performing the circuit in a period of 117,000,000 of years! We, with 

our present lights, our vast telescopic improvements, and so forth, of course find it difficult to 

comprehend the ground of an idea such as this. Its first propagator was one Mudler. He was led, we 

must presume, to this wild hypothesis by mere analogy in the first instance; but, this being the case, he 

should have at least adhered to analogy in its development. A great central orb was, in fact, suggested; 

so far Mudler was consistent. This central orb, however, dynamically, should have been greater than all 

its surrounding orbs taken together. The question might then have been asked—"Why do we not see 

it?"- we, especially, who occupy the mid region of the cluster—the very locality near which, at least, 

must be situated this inconceivable central sun. The astronomer, perhaps, at this point, took refuge in 

the suggestion of non-luminosity; and here analogy was suddenly let fall. But even admitting the central 

orb non-luminous, how did he manage to explain its failure to be rendered visible by the incalculable 

host of glorious suns glaring in all directions about it? No doubt what he finally maintained was merely 

a centre of gravity common to all the revolving orbs—but here again analogy must have been let fall. 

Our system revolves, it is true, about a common centre of gravity, but it does this in connection with 

and in consequence of a material sun whose mass more than counterbalances the rest of the system. 

The mathematical circle is a curve composed of an infinity of straight lines; but this idea of the circle—

this idea of it which, in regard to all earthly geometry, we consider as merely the mathematical, in 

contradistinction from the practical, idea—is, in sober fact, the practical conception which alone we 

have any right to entertain in respect to those Titanic circles with which we have to deal, at least in 

fancy, when we suppose our system, with its fellows, revolving about a point in the centre of the galaxy. 

Let the most vigorous of human imaginations but attempt to take a single step toward the 

comprehension of a circuit so unutterable! I would scarcely be paradoxical to say that a flash of 

lightning itself, travelling forever upon the circumference of this inconceivable circle, would still 

forever be travelling in a straight line. That the path of our sun along such a circumference—that the 

direction of our system in such an orbit—would, to any human perception, deviate in the slightest 

degree from a straight line even in a million of years, is a proposition not to be entertained; and yet 

these ancient astronomers were absolutely cajoled, it appears, into believing that a decisive curvature 

had become apparent during the brief period of their astronomical history—during the mere point—

during the utter nothingness of two or three thousand years! How incomprehensible, that 

considerations such as this did not at once indicate to them the true state of affairs—that of the binary 

revolution of our sun and Alpha Lyrae around a common centre of gravity! 

April 7.—Continued last night our astronomical amusements. Had a fine view of the five Neptunian 

asteroids, and watched with much interest the putting up of a huge impost on a couple of lintels in the 

new temple at Daphnis in the moon. It was amusing to think that creatures so diminutive as the 

lunarians, and bearing so little resemblance to humanity, yet evinced a mechanical ingenuity so much 
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superior to our own. One finds it difficult, too, to conceive the vast masses which these people handle so 

easily, to be as light as our own reason tells us they actually are. 

April 8.—Eureka! Pundit is in his glory. A balloon from Kanadaw spoke us to-day and threw on board 

several late papers; they contain some exceedingly curious information relative to Kanawdian or rather 

Amriccan antiquities. You know, I presume, that laborers have for some months been employed in 

preparing the ground for a new fountain at Paradise, the Emperor's principal pleasure garden. 

Paradise, it appears, has been, literally speaking, an island time out of mind- that is to say, its northern 

boundary was always (as far back as any record extends) a rivulet, or rather a very narrow arm of the 

sea. This arm was gradually widened until it attained its present breadth—a mile. The whole length of 

the island is nine miles; the breadth varies materially. The entire area (so Pundit says) was, about eight 

hundred years ago, densely packed with houses, some of them twenty stories high; land (for some most 

unaccountable reason) being considered as especially precious just in this vicinity. The disastrous 

earthquake, however, of the year 2050, so totally uprooted and overwhelmed the town (for it was 

almost too large to be called a village) that the most indefatigable of our antiquarians have never yet 

been able to obtain from the site any sufficient data (in the shape of coins, medals or inscriptions) 

wherewith to build up even the ghost of a theory concerning the manners, customs, &c., &c., &c., of the 

aboriginal inhabitants. Nearly all that we have hitherto known of them is, that they were a portion of 

the Knickerbocker tribe of savages infesting the continent at its first discovery by Recorder Riker, a 

knight of the Golden Fleece. They were by no means uncivilized, however, but cultivated various arts 

and even sciences after a fashion of their own. It is related of them that they were acute in many 

respects, but were oddly afflicted with monomania for building what, in the ancient Amriccan, was 

denominated "churches"- a kind of pagoda instituted for the worship of two idols that went by the 

names of Wealth and Fashion. In the end, it is said, the island became, nine tenths of it, church. The 

women, too, it appears, were oddly deformed by a natural protuberance of the region just below the 

small of the back—although, most unaccountably, this deformity was looked upon altogether in the 

light of a beauty. One or two pictures of these singular women have in fact, been miraculously 

preserved. They look very odd, very—like something between a turkey-cock and a dromedary. 

Well, these few details are nearly all that have descended to us respecting the ancient Knickerbockers. 

It seems, however, that while digging in the centre of the emperors garden, (which, you know, covers 

the whole island), some of the workmen unearthed a cubical and evidently chiseled block of granite, 

weighing several hundred pounds. It was in good preservation, having received, apparently, little 

injury from the convulsion which entombed it. On one of its surfaces was a marble slab with (only 

think of it!) an inscription- a legible inscription. Pundit is in ecstacies. Upon detaching the slab, a cavity 

appeared, containing a leaden box filled with various coins, a long scroll of names, several documents 

which appear to resemble newspapers, with other matters of intense interest to the antiquarian! There 

can be no doubt that all these are genuine Amriccan relics belonging to the tribe called Knickerbocker. 

The papers thrown on board our balloon are filled with fac-similes of the coins, MSS., typography, &c., 

&c. I copy for your amusement the Knickerbocker inscription on the marble slab:- 

This Corner Stone of a Monument to 
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The Memory of 

GEORGE WASHINGTON 

Was Laid With Appropriate Ceremonies 

on the 

19th Day of October, 1847 

The Anniversary of the Surrender of 

Lord Cornwallis 

to General Washington at Yorktown 

A. D. 1781 

Under the Auspices of the 

Washington Monument Association of 

the City of New York 

This, as I give it, is a verbatim translation done by Pundit himself, so there can be no mistake about it. 

From the few words thus preserved, we glean several important items of knowledge, not the least 

interesting of which is the fact that a thousand years ago actual monuments had fallan into disuse—as 

was all very proper—the people contenting themselves, as we do now, with a mere indication of the 

design to erect a monument at some future time; a corner-stone being cautiously laid by itself "solitary 
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and alone" (excuse me for quoting the great American poet Benton!), as a guarantee of the 

magnanimous intention. We ascertain, too, very distinctly, from this admirable inscription, the how as 

well as the where and the what, of the great surrender in question. As to the where, it was Yorktown 

(wherever that was), and as to the what, it was General Cornwallis (no doubt some wealthy dealer in 

corn). He was surrendered. The inscription commemorates the surrender of—what? why, "of Lord 

Cornwallis." The only question is what could the savages wish him surrendered for. But when we 

remember that these savages were undoubtedly cannibals, we are led to the conclusion that they 

intended him for sausage. As to the how of the surrender, no language can be more explicit. Lord 

Cornwallis was surrendered (for sausage) "under the auspices of the Washington Monument 

Association"—no doubt a charitable institution for the depositing of corner-stones.—But, Heaven bless 

me! what is the matter? Ah, I see—the balloon has collapsed, and we shall have a tumble into the sea. I 

have, therefore, only time enough to add that, from a hasty inspection of the fac-similes of newspapers, 

&c., &c., I find that the great men in those days among the Amriccans, were one John, a smith, and one 

Zacchary, a tailor. 

Good-bye, until I see you again. Whether you ever get this letter or not is point of little importance, as I 

write altogether for my own amusement. I shall cork the MS. up in a bottle, however, and throw it into 

the sea. 

Yours everlastingly, PUNDITA. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edgar-allan-poe/short-story/mellonta-tauta   

https://americanliterature.com/author/edgar-allan-poe/short-story/mellonta-tauta
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Fallen AngelsBirds of Paradise in Early Modern Europe 

By Natalie Lawrence 

When birds of paradise first arrived to Europe, as dried specimens with legs and wings removed, they were 

seen in almost mythical terms — as angelic beings forever airborne, nourished by dew and the "nectar" of 

sunlight. Natalie Lawrence looks at how European naturalists of the 16th and 17th centuries attempted to 

make sense of these entirely novel and exotic creatures from the East. 

 

Bird of paradise from Ulisse Aldrovandi's Ornithologia (1599) Source. 

In 1522, the dismembered skins of new and fabulous creatures were brought to the court of Emperor Charles 

V of Spain. These were birds of paradise from the East Indies, carried with a cargo of spices and other 

https://publicdomainreview.org/contributors#natalie-lawrence
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bird_of_Paradise_from_Ulisse_Aldrovandi_Ornotologia.jpg
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valuable marvels on the last remaining ship from a fleet that had left in 1519 to circumnavigate the globe 

under Ferdinand Magellan. These birds were unknown and entirely unseen in Europe, but they caused an 

instant stir. The ship’s chronicler, Antonio Pigafetta, described how five of these enigmatic objects were 

presented to the Spanish sailors by a Moluccan Sultan as a royal gift for the Emperor: 

These birds are as large as thrushes; they have small heads, long beaks, legs slender like a writing pen, and a 

span in length; they have no wings, but instead of them long feathers of different colours, like plumes… they 

never fly, except when the wind blows. They told us that these birds come from the terrestrial Paradise, and 

they call them 'bolon dinata', that is, “divine birds”.1 

 

These unusual skins were shrunken and wingless, causing their beaks and gorgeous plumes to be 

disproportionately exaggerated. They were prepared by New Guinean hunters for tribal dances and displays, 

which still occur in tribal areas of New Guinea. The flesh and limbs were removed, though methods varied by 

tribe and species of bird, and the whole skin was smoked to heighten the dramatic effect of the elaborate 

feathers. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/fallen-angels-birds-of-paradise-in-early-modern-europe#fn1
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Yet the living birds were virtually unknown to anyone outside New Guinea, even to the Moluccan traders 

who dealt in New Guinean products. One Portuguese apothecary who travelled around Southeast Asia wrote 

in 1513 that birds “which are prized more than any others come from the islands called Aru (Daru), birds 

which they bring over dead, called birds of paradise (pasaros de Deus)”. Bird of paradise plumes, in 

particular, were some of the most coveted products in Asia and had been part of Asian trade networks, which 

circulated spices and other valuable goods such as ivory and textiles, for at least 5000 years before Europeans 

reached the region in the late fifteenth century. 

 

Thought to be the first colour depiction of a bird of paradise, by Croatian miniaturist Julije Klovicín from the 

exquisite Farnese Hours, 1546, M.69, fol. 6v (Morgan Library and Museum) — Source. 

Spices such as cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg grew only in the Moluccas, but reached the Middle East and 

eventually Europe in the Middle Ages through trade networks that passed through Venice. Before the 

sixteenth century, however, nothing was known of the birds of paradise in Europe. It was this high demand 

for spices in early modern Europe that drove the first European explorations of “a strange, and for so many 

ages, an unknown world, in order to search for the islands where spices grow”, and, more importantly, to 

profitably undercut the Venetian monopoly. 

Spanish court secretary Maximilianus Transylvanus wrote an account of Magellan's travels, De Moluccis 

Insulis (1523), constructed from interviews with sailors. It included Islamic Asian myths transported to 

Europe along with the skins: 

The kings of Marmin began to believe that souls were immortal a few years ago, induced by no other 

argument than that they saw that a certain most beautiful small bird never rested upon the ground nor upon 

anything that grew upon it; but they sometimes saw it fall dead upon the ground from the sky. And as the 

Mahometans, who travelled to those parts for commercial purposes, told them that this bird was born in 

Paradise, and that Paradise was the abode of the souls of those who had died, these kings embraced the sect 

of Mahomet, because it promised wonderful things concerning the abode of souls. But they call the bird 

Mamuco Diata [Bird of God]...2 

Accompanied by such fabulous accounts, these striking objects could hardly fail to become something 

special. In the 1540s, more bird of paradise skins began to trickle into Europe from Portuguese and Spanish 

trading vessels returning from the East Indies. The skins, most of which bore the iridescent green and velvet 

brown plumage of the greater bird of paradise (Paradisaea apoda), were prepared for trade, limbs removed, 

and rapidly acquired by aristocratic collectors for their curiosity collections. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bird_of_Paradise_-_Farnese_Hours.jpg
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/fallen-angels-birds-of-paradise-in-early-modern-europe#fn2
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Illustration of various birds of paradise skins from Jan Jonston's Historiae Naturalis De Avibus Libri 

VI. (1650) — Source. 

There were still a relatively small number of specimens scattered in a variety of collections across Europe. 

Apart from the collections of the Cardinal of Salzburg and Charles V in Spain, the German humanist Conrad 

Peutinger owned a specimen, as did the Italian scholar Julius Caesar Scaliger. The apothecary-collector 

Francesco Calzolari in Verona had a specimen of a chamaeleon aereus described in his collection catalogue, 

and the German physician-botanist Melchior Weiland had acquired a specimen during his travels in the 

Levant. The skins fetched painfully high prices on the open market: a 1550 pamphlet from Nuremberg 

advertised a skin of the birds known to the Greeks as “apodes” (“without feet”), on sale for the price of 800 

thalers, equivalent to a year's salary for a university scholar or skilled musician. 

"Chamaeleon Aereus", illustration from Francesco Calzolari's Musaeum Calceolarianum Veronense (1622) 

— Source. 

Very little was published about these rare birds until the middle of the sixteenth century. Even so, it didn't 

take long for their depictions in books of emblems, natural philosophies, and in many other genres to 

transform them into angelic, floating creatures. These images were based in part on the Islamic myths 

published by Transylvanus and the fact that the “Orient” has been seen as an exotic paradise full of wonders 

and riches for hundreds of years. It was almost no surprise that the East should turn out to be a Paradisal land 

full of spices and jewel-like birds. 

Few authors actually saw the bird of paradise skins, so closely did collectors keep them from public view. 

And none, of course, saw the living “angels” they described. The ideas that the birds were like angels did not 

in fact originate with the legless nature of the skins. This leglessness was used, rather to support the 

fantastical life histories that authors imagined. The birds of paradise were literally mythologised.  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Birds_of_paradise_Gea.jpg
https://archive.org/stream/MusaeumFranc.CalceolariIun.Veronensis/ceruti-b-musaeum-1622-00022318-LowRes
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"Apis indica". The bird of paradise enshrined in a new southern constellation by Dutch astronomer Petrus 

Planchius, and here shown in a detail from Bayer's Uranometria (1661) — Source. 

The first pivotal account of the manucodiata was in the Historiae Animalium (1551-58) of Swiss naturalist 

and physician Conrad Gessner. The five volumes of this gargantuan work followed the Aristotelian structure 

of the natural world and is a seminal example of a Renaissance encyclopedia. It combined image with text for 

the first time, including about 1200 woodcuts. The complete “history” of each alphabetically-ordered creature 

was arranged in a set of lettered thematic sections such as synonyms, form, and uses. The size of each entry 

depended on the volume of extant material on it: newer creatures merited smaller entries than well-known 

ones. 

In order to form a complete history of the birds, Gessner brought together as many sources as he could. He 

included one of the first extant scholarly descriptions of a bird of paradise, found in the expansive De 

Subtilitate (1550), a book by the Italian mathematician and astrologer Jerome Cardan. Cardan reasoned that, 

because these birds were never seen alive and could not land without feet, they must exist perpetually 

airborne in the highest reaches of the sky. Cardan argued that nothing solid was ever found in their bodies, so 

they must be like the mythical rhyntace, “a little Persian Bird which has no excrement, but is all full of fat 

inside, and the creature is thought to live upon air and dew”. He also suggested that males had a cavity in their 

backs in which females laid eggs and incubated them, and he coined the Latinate term Manucodiata, drawn 

from the Malay name Mamuco diuata (birds of God). Gessner also used the description by French naturalist 

Pierre Belon, who, in his L’Histoire de la nature des oyseaux (1555), described the headdresses of the 

Janissaries he had seen in the Levant. They contained “plumes of a bird called the Rhintace…” from “a small 

creature of which only the skin is left” that he believed “may be the Phoenix”. 

http://aa.usno.navy.mil/library/rare/Bayer%201661.htm
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Bird of paradise from Conrad Gessner's Historiae Animalium (1551-58) — Source. 

https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/218216#page/798/mode/1up
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On the basis of these and other accounts, Gessner developed some marvelous ideas about the life histories of 

the birds. He suggested that these “Lufftvogels” (birds of the air) were effortlessly suspended by their haloes 

of plumes. Gessner imagined several uses for these hair-like projections, or cirri —- the naked shafts 

projecting beyond the rest of the feathers. He speculated that the birds might use them to hang from tree 

branches when they were tired. They might also be vital to the birds' love lives: Gessner envisaged couples 

entwining their cirri together when mating, and as the female sat atop the male to brood her eggs amongst the 

clouds. He maintained that the fatigue of unending flight might in fact be taken away by the birds’ constant 

movement, like the perpetual movement of a clock pendulum. He argued, though, that they could not possibly 

live only on pure air or ether. It was far too thin to sustain anything. They were birds, after all. 

Gessner often called upon correspondents to get information or images he needed. Conrad Peutinger in 

Augsberg sent Gessner a report and drawing of his own personal specimen to be the basis for the woodcut 

illustration featured in Gessner’s book. The skin in the resulting woodcut is apparently legless but lacks the 

hair-like projections that figured so in Gessner’s theories and were clear in other contemporary images such 

as Calzolari's. 

Gessner's work was source material for many later publications, including Bolognese apothecary Ulisse 

Aldrovandi’s Ornithologiae hoc est de avibus historia (1599). Aldrovandi had several skins in his collection 

and differentiated four different species of manucodiata on this basis: Manucodiata prima, secunda, cirrata, 

and hippomanucodiata, each depicted in woodcuts drinking dew and floating amongst clouds. However, in 

his text, Aldrovandi argued that the birds could not possibly live on dew alone and conjectured that their 

"sturdy beaks" were very like those of woodpeckers, and "very fit to strike insects". He also suggested that the 

cirri might aid "swifter flight" rather than being used in mating. 
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Bird of paradise, shown here drinking rain, from Ulisse Aldrovandi’s Ornithologiae (1599) — Source. 

https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/230338#page/845/mode/1up
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The birds certainly weren't confined to natural histories. They were used in many books of emblems such as 

Joachim Camerarius' Symbolarum et emblematum (1596), encapsulating ideas of spiritual ascension, lofty 

thinking, and restless, mercurial thought with their unending flight. 

 

Emblem featuring a bird of paradise from Joachim Camerarius' Symbolarum et emblematum (1596) 

— Source. 

https://archive.org/stream/symbolorumetembl131came#page/n297/mode/2up
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The birds, with their elaborate plumes and flighty nature, were even used as emblems of the fickle and 

coquettish nature of vain and richly adorned women. They also made it into the stars: Dutch astronomer 

Petrus Planchius enshrined the bird of paradise in a new southern constellation, Paradysvogel Apis Indica, in 

his 1598 celestial globe. 

In art, the birds' exotic and ascendant nature was powerfully symbolic. In Jacques Linard's painting The Five 

Senses and the Four Elements (1627), for example, a bird of paradise skin is depicted as if it is flying out of 

the window to escape the chaos of the study. It acts as part of an alchemical allegory, symbolising the pure 

aerial elements: these birds were too close to the heavens to be contaminated with the exigencies of the 

everyday world. 

 

The Five Senses and the Four Elements (1627) by Jacques Linard — Source. 

In Roelandt Savery's Landscape with Birds (1628), the birds are comet-like streaks in the sky, far above the 

terrestrial waterfowl and songbirds. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jacques_Linard_-_The_Five_Senses_and_the_Four_Elements_-_WGA13049.jpg
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Detail from Roelandt Savery's Landscape with Birds (1628) — Source. 

From the early seventeenth century some European naturalists got access to new kinds of skins that possessed 

legs. Several wrote long and disparaging refutations of earlier authors and their belief in legless wonders. The 

birds of paradise were becoming terrestrialised, just birds, no longer the ethereal angels they had been. 

Yet the exoticism and moral connotations of the birds-as-angels meant that these images did not die out. 

Depictions of the birds were everywhere... — in paintings, religious texts, allegories, even in some newly-

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roelant_Savery_-_Landscape_with_Birds_-_WGA20885.jpg
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published retrograde natural histories. It was not only that the birds had become a geographical symbol of the 

wondrous East or a moral symbol of a pure existence, but that the image of monstrous legless birds fascinated 

people. This has not lessened today; they continue to enthrall, perhaps even more so as fabulous natural 

wonders than angelic impossibilities. 

Public Domain Works 

• Historiae Animalium 

Conrad Gessner1551–58 

o Biodiversity Heritage Library 

TEXTS 

• The First Voyage Round the World 

Antonio Pigafetta1894 

o Wikisource 

TEXTS 

• Ornithologiae 

Ulisse Aldrovandi1599 

o Biodiversity Heritage Library 

https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/125499#/summary
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_First_Voyage_Round_the_World/Pigafetta's_Account_of_Magellan's_Voyage
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/134305#/summary
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TEXTS 

Further Reading 

• Drawn from Paradise: The Natural History, Art and Discovery of the Birds of Paradise with 

Rare Archival Art 

By David Attenborough and Errol Fuller 

World renowned BBC broadcaster David Attenborough and artist and author Errol Fuller share their passion 

for these breathtaking creatures, offering bird lovers and nature aficionados an enthralling collection of 

interesting facts and stunningly beautiful, very rare hand-painted images of some of the most exotic winged 

creatures in the world. 

More Info and Buy 
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• Birds of Paradise: Revealing the World's Most Extraordinary Birds 

By Tim Laman and Edwin Scholes 

Eight years. Eighteen expeditions. Fifty-one field sites. All thirty-nine unique species of birds-of-paradise, all 

photographed in the wild for the first time in history. A landmark book. 

More Info and Buy 

 

The Public Domain Review receives a small percentage commission from sales made via the links to 

Bookshop.org (10%) and Amazon (4.5%). Thanks for supporting the project! For more recommended books, 

see all our “Further Reading” books, and browse our dedicated Bookshop.org stores for US and UK readers 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/fallen-angels-birds-of-paradise-in-early-modern-europe 

  

https://publicdomainreview.org/further-reading
https://bookshop.org/shop/pdr-foa-bookshop
https://uk.bookshop.org/shop/pdr-bookshop
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/fallen-angels-birds-of-paradise-in-early-modern-europe
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Joma West Talks About Reputation, Hierarchy and Touch, as Told Through Her Dystopian 

Novel Face 

In Conversation with Brenda Noiseux and Rob Wolf on the New Books Network 

By New Books Network 

People have always cared about their social status and how others perceive them, but advances in technology 

have changed how we ascend the social ladder, giving us new tools to manipulate our image and new 

measures of success as we seek “friends,” “likes” and the ever-elusive virality.  

In Joma West’s debut novel Face, climbing the ladder is everything. The way you act and dress, who you 

couple with, how you move and talk—it all adds up to “face,” which, in turn, determines your job, where you 

live, who you befriend and the quality and quantity of opportunities available to you. Every second—at home, 

in public or on the “In”(ternet)—is carefully choreographed. It’s a cold world, where even children are 

curated to advance social standing. 

https://lithub.com/author/thenewbooksnetwork/
https://bookshop.org/books/face-9781250810298/9781250810298
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With everyone—even enslaved “menials”—hiding their thoughts and feelings, people turn to anonymous 

confessors to express their emotions. Through a Rashomonic narrative where the reader re-experiences the 

same scenes from different characters’ points of view, West reveals the tensions underlying every interaction 

and the emotional cost of living in a society that values external success over internal well-being. 

From the episode: 

Rob Wolf: The word “face” has a special meaning in your story. It’s kind of like what we mean when we say 

“saving face” or “putting on a brave face” in the sense that it’s about your public image, but it’s more 

complicated than that.  

Joma West: Face is a game, a way of life, a survival mechanism. It’s essentially everything that you are when 

you’re on the hierarchy. If you’re a menial you have no face, so it doesn’t matter, but if you’re someone on 

the social ladder of any kind, your face is everything. And it is what ensures that you are at the level that 

you’re at, and it also ensures how you climb the ladder as well. 

RW: There’s a character named Vidya and her job says a lot about the world you’ve created, so I thought 

maybe we could talk a bit about her. Who is Vidya? What’s her job?  

JW: She’s the head of the most famous boutique baby-making or baby-designing shop in this world. 

Everyone who is anyone wants her to design their baby, and designing a baby means looking for the right 

genetic material … but they don’t make it in a test tube. They actually inseminate a person, so you’re never 

really sure what you’re going to get, and you need to have a lot of skill and artistry when you’re trying to 

create this perfect thing.  

RW: Children in this world are accessories. People talk about creating a baby like they’re customizing a piece 

of furniture 

JW: I wanted to explore a little bit how when you live in a world where children are considered an accessory 

and a tool for building face or “moving up the ladder,” as they say, what does that do to people’s relationships 

and especially the parent-child relationship? No one is carrying their own child to term. They don’t build the 

relationship in those nine months. They essentially farm it out to someone else so they don’t need to think 

about it the whole time, and then they’re being brought up with that same distance… It makes sense that, at 

least with the kids that we see, Naomi and Reyna, they have absolutely no friendly feelings when it comes to 

their parents. 
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RW: People’s alienation is underscored in so many different ways. For instance, there’s this cultural disgust 

with touch even to the point that when a couple in the story, Tonia and Eduardo, have a baby through a 

surrogate, the infant immediately slipped into a transparent plastic sleeve so the parents never have skin-on-

skin contact.  

JW: The idea came from a conversation with a friend who said that they were disgusted by how media was 

pushing sex at them all the time. They were seeing so much stuff that made them want to shrink inside, and I 

thought, “Oh, that’s interesting. What if we took that further?… What if people don’t touch each other? How 

would that affect them? What would become important when you no longer are driven by that desire for 

physical connection? And how would you have babies in a world like that as well?” So I wrote a short story, 

which was about Tonia, and that became the first proper chapter of Face.  

RW: There’s a moment where it sounds like Tonia has an urge to hug Eduardo and she doesn’t understand it. 

And then this reflex kicks in and she gets nauseous and throws up. There’s a recognition in the story that 

there’s something natural about touching, yet because people have become so alienated from it, the thought of 

it makes them physically sick.  

JW: I really wanted to have a moment like that. I really felt that Tonia loves Eduardo. There was a genuine 

affection in their relationship unlike a lot of the relationships in the story, which are just for face, just for what 

you can gain.  

RW: Can we talk a little bit just about what perspective you bring to this story? You are a third culture writer. 

I wonder how that informs your work. 

JW: My father’s British and my mother is Kenyan-Indian, and I grew up moving around Africa because of 

my dad’s job. And so there’s a sort of nomad kind of lifestyle there, which means, when people ask you, 

“Where’s your hometown?” or “Where did you grow up?” I don’t have that. Home was always just where my 

parents were. I think that sort of displacement has definitely given a flavor to all of my writing. I write places 

that aren’t real places, but you can connect with them from the emotional-character level. I find it difficult to 

write places, to go into descriptions and things like that. I’m very character driven and places are always an 

afterthought, and I think that that’s very much from my upbringing. 

__________________________________ 

Joma West is a third culture writer whose work straddles both fantasy and science fiction.  

https://twitter.com/JomaWest
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Rob Wolf is a writer and co-host of New Books in Science Fiction. 

FaceJoma WestNew Books NetworkRob Wolfsci fi fantasy 

 

 

New Books Network 

The New Books Network is a consortium of author-interview podcast channels dedicated to raising the level 

of public discourse by introducing serious authors to a wide public via new media. We publish 100 new 

interviews every month and serve a large, worldwide audience. The NBN is staffed by Founder & Editor-in-

Chief, Marshall Poe, and Co-Editor, Leann Wilson. Feel free to contact either one of us for more information. 

 

https://lithub.com/joma-west-talks-about-reputation-hierarchy-and-touch-as-told-through-her-dystopian-

novel-face/   

https://robwolf.net/
https://lithub.com/tag/face/
https://lithub.com/tag/joma-west/
https://lithub.com/tag/new-books-network/
https://lithub.com/tag/rob-wolf/
https://lithub.com/tag/sci-fi-fantasy/
https://lithub.com/author/thenewbooksnetwork/
https://lithub.com/joma-west-talks-about-reputation-hierarchy-and-touch-as-told-through-her-dystopian-novel-face/
https://lithub.com/joma-west-talks-about-reputation-hierarchy-and-touch-as-told-through-her-dystopian-novel-face/
https://lithub.com/author/thenewbooksnetwork/
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Emily Dickinson’s Botanical Inspiration: Stunning 19th-Century Flower Paintings by the Forgotten Artist and 

Poet Clarissa Munger Badger 

A vibrant celebration of flowers as “brilliant hopes, all woven in gorgeous tissues,” as “stars… wherein we 

read our history.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“To be a flower,” Emily Dickinson wrote in her prescient ode to the interconnectedness of nature, “is 

profound responsibility.” 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/02/04/universe-in-verse-bloom/
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A passionate lifelong gardener, the poet had fallen under the spell of wildflowers while composing her 

astonishing herbarium as a teenager. But it was an uncommonly beautiful book her father gave her just before 

she turned thirty — not long after she wrote to an ill-suited suitor, “My flowers don’t know how far my 

thoughts wander away sometimes.” — that fueled her poetic passion for nature’s own garden: Wild Flowers 

Drawn and Colored from Nature (public library) by the botanical artist and poet Clarissa Munger 

Badger (May 20, 1806–December 14, 1889). 

 

Wildflowers by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/05/23/emily-dickinson-herbarium/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/05/23/emily-dickinson-herbarium/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1013562518/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1013562518/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/wild-flowers-drawn-and-colored-from-nature/oclc/124040613&referer=brief_results
https://society6.com/product/wildflowers-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
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Violets by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/violet-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/violet-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Wood lily by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/wood-lily-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/wood-lily-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Published the year On the Origin of Species shook science and artistically modeled on The Moral of Flowers, 

with which the poet and painter Rebecca Hey had enchanted English readers a quarter century earlier, 

Badger’s book contained twenty-two exquisite scientifically accurate paintings of common New England 

wildflower species — violets and harebells, the rhododendron and the honeysuckle — each paired with a 

poem bridging the botanical and the existential: some by titans like Percival and Longfellow, some by long-

forgotten poets of her time and place, some by Badger herself. 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2020/02/07/the-moral-of-flowers-rebecca-hey/
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Portrait of Clarissa Munger Badger by Nathaniel Jocelyn, painted in 1847 — the year Emily Dickinson’s only 

known photographic portrait was taken. (Courtesy of private owner. Photograph © Bob Gundersen, all rights 

reserved.) 

 

Wildflowers by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2018/12/10/emily-dickinson-love-letters-susan-gilbert/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2018/12/10/emily-dickinson-love-letters-susan-gilbert/
https://society6.com/product/wildflowers-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855351_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/wildflowers-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855351_print?curator=brainpicker
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Harebell by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.)

https://society6.com/product/bluebells-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/bluebells-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Rhododendron by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/rhododendron-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/rhododendron-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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For a taste of her fusion of playfulness and poignancy, here is a fragment from Badger’s ode to the 

rhododendron — a flowering wonder that was here when the dinosaurs roamed Earth, long before small 

warm-blooded mammals with large minds and poetic hearts evolved the opposable the thumbs to paint 

flowers and the consciousness to contemplate the meaning of life in a flower: 

I charge thee, flower, of beauty born, 

Lift not thy head too high, 

For, like the lowliest of thy race, 

Thou, too, wert born to die. 

The Power that lifts thee to the sun, 

And bends thee to the gale, 

Doth watch, with equal care and love, 

The Lily of the vale. 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/02/20/michael-pollan-flowers-botany-of-desire/
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Wildflowers by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/wildflowers-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855370_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/wildflowers-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855370_print?curator=brainpicker
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Cardinal flower by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/cardinal-flower-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/cardinal-flower-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Fringed gentian by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/fringed-gentian-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/fringed-gentian-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Red maple by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/maple-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/maple-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Wild rose by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/hawthorn-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/hawthorn-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Wild honeysuckle by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/wild-honeysuckle-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/wild-honeysuckle-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Wild Columbine by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/foxglove-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/foxglove-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Beauty-berry by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/beauty-berry-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/beauty-berry-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Yellow lily by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/wild-lily-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/wild-lily-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Sweet-brier by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/sweet-brier-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/sweet-brier-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Tulip-tree blossom by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/tulip-tree-blossom-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/tulip-tree-blossom-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Fringed Orchis by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/fringed-orchis-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/fringed-orchis-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Seven years later, as Bronson Alcott was contemplating the relationship between gardening and genius while 

raising his visionary daughter a state over in New England and Ernst Haeckel was coining the word ecology, 

Clarissa Munger Badger gave her wildflower masterpiece a domestic counterpart in Floral Belles from the 

Green-House and Garden (public library | public domain). 

Bringing her brush to the beauty of the pansy and the lily, the day-blazing geranium and the night-blooming 

cactus, the tulip and the rose, and once again pairing her paintings with poems, she celebrated garden flowers 

as “brilliant hopes, all woven in gorgeous tissues,” as “stars… wherein we read our history” — a vibrant 

testament to Oliver Sacks’s clinically substantiated belief in the healing power of gardens. 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/05/20/bronson-alcott-journal-gardening-happiness/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/02/04/universe-in-verse-bloom/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1014338980/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1014338980/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/wild-flowers-drawn-and-colored-from-nature/oclc/124040613&referer=brief_results
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/228620#page/9/mode/1up
https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/05/27/oliver-sacks-gardens/
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Tulips by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/tulips-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/tulips-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Calla lily and poincettia by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting 

The Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/calla-lily-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/calla-lily-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Larkspur and Japan lily by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting 

The Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855389_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855389_print?curator=brainpicker
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Passion-flower by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/passion-flower-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/passion-flower-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Salvia and dielytra by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855400_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855400_print?curator=brainpicker
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Night-blooming cereus cactus by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, 

benefitting The Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/cactus-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?sku=s6-23837010p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/cactus-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?sku=s6-23837010p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Fuchsia by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/fuchsia-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/fuchsia-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Geranium by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/geranium-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/geranium-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Pansies by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Moss rose by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/rose-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/rose-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Rose of Gethsemane by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/camellia-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/camellia-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Aster by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1859-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Cactus bloom by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The 

Nature Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/cereus-cactus-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/cereus-cactus-by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy_print?curator=brainpicker
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Flowers by Clarissa Munger Badger. (Available as a print and as stationery cards, benefitting The Nature 

Conservancy.) 

https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855401_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/cards?sort=new
https://society6.com/product/by-clarissa-munger-badger-1866-benefitting-the-nature-conservancy6855401_print?curator=brainpicker
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Couple with these stunning French botanical drawings of some of Earth’s most otherworldly plants from 

Badger’s epoch, then leap forward a century with pioneering plant ecologist Edith Clements’s Rocky 

Mountain wildflower drawings, then leap back two with the self-taught artist and botanist Elizabeth 

Blackwell’s gorgeous illustrations from the world’s first pictorial encyclopedia of medicinal plants, then 

straddle the centuries with this layered reflection on flowers and the meaning of life, starring Emily Dickinson 

and The Little Prince, then slake your soul on this. 

 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/04/24/clarissa-munger-badger-

flowers/?mc_cid=f3aac154b4&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/07/08/etienne-denisse-american-flora/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/07/22/rocky-mountain-flowers-edith-clements/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/07/22/rocky-mountain-flowers-edith-clements/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2020/01/29/elizabeth-blackwell-curious-herbal/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/02/20/michael-pollan-flowers-botany-of-desire/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/04/24/clarissa-munger-badger-flowers/?mc_cid=f3aac154b4&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.themarginalian.org/2022/04/24/clarissa-munger-badger-flowers/?mc_cid=f3aac154b4&mc_eid=d1c16ac662

